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ABSTRACT

Manitoba Hydro generates approximately 5000 MW of power, out of which 3g54 MW is

transmitted tlirough the Dorsey ConveÍer Station to be converted fi-om DC power to AC power.

The conversion process takes place in valve halls that house DC/AC converter towers. A

DC/AC converler tower consists of vertically stacked tiers of thyristor and reactor modules; there

is a gap between each two tiers. The towers are supported above the ground on posts at two

different elevations. A ventilation system is utilized to rernove a portion of heat generated

during the conversion process. Airflow frorn the ventilation system enters the valve hall through

inlet grills located on the ground in front of the converter towers. The current ventilation system

circulates enough airflow to remove all of the heat but elevated ternperatures exist around the

thyristor valves due to poor airflow circulation. The research presented i' this thesis will

numerically simulate the turbulent airflow and heat transfer in a valve liall for the two tower

elevations' The commercial CFD code, ANSYS CFX-ll was used to generate a three-

dimensional nutnerical model of the fluid flow and heat transfer around aDC/AC convefter

tower' The location of the inlet, the inlet size and aspect ratio, and the location on the tower that

the airflow is airned at were varied to improve the interaction between the ventilation system and

the tower' It was determined that valying the above parameters can irnprove the cooling of a

convetler tower much beyond the ventilation design currently utilized by Manitoba Hydro. It

was found thata different cooling strategy is required for each of the two tower elevations. A

correlation was established befween the amount of airflow entering the gap between two tiers

and the tnaximum temperature within that gap. The results from this thesis demonstrate how

careful consideration in the design of a ventilation system can improve the cooling of electrical

components and the conclusions from this study can be valid for various industrial applications.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1: Overview

Manitoba Hydro generates approximately 5000 MW of power, out of which 3854 MW is

transmitted through the Dorsey Converter Station to be converted from direct current (DC) to

alternating current (AC). A majority of the electricity producion in Manitoba is done at the

Kettle, Long Spruce, and Limestone hydro generating stations, which are located on the Nelson

River in northem Manitoba. The electricity generated at these sites is transported approximately

900 krn to southern Manitoba. DC is used for long distance transmission because it offers the

following advantages over AC:

The transmission losses are significantly lower when the current is DC.

The cost of a DC transmission system is lower than an equivalent AC transmission

system.

In norlhem Manitoba, the AC power is convefted to DC at the Radisson and Henday converter

stations. These are located in the proximity of the hydro generating stations. The electric current

is transmitted to the Dorsey convefter station located in southem Manitoba by two high voltage

direct current (HVDC) transmission lines: Bipole 1 and Bipole 2. At the Dorsey converter

station the electricity is convefted back to AC and is utilized in southern Manitoba,

Saskatchewan, Ontario, and the United States (Manitoba Hydro, 2002). A map of Manitoba

showing the route of the HVDC transmission lines and the relevant Manitoba Hydro sites is

shown in Figure 1-1. An aerial view of Dorsey converler station is shown in Figure 1-2.
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Figure 1-1: Map of Manitoba showing relevant Manitoba Hydro locations

At the Dorsey converter station the conversion process takes place in valve halls that store the

thyristor valves which turn on and off in a controlled sequence to convert DC power to AC.
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:À Y ,.i.q\ ! 1.-i ;:;
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Figure l-2: Aertal view of Dorsey Converter Station

Thyristor valves are solid state switches based on the silicon technology. Several different valve

hall configurations are present at Dorsey. This thqsis will focus on valve hall 41 (VH41) and

valve hall 42 (VH42) that are part of Bipole 2. There are in total four valve halls that are paft of

Biopole 2 and each is capable of handling 500 MW of power. Stored within each valve hall are

tluee DC/AC convefter towers. A DC/AC converter tower consists of sixteen separate tiers that

contain four thyristor modules and two reactor modules; there is a gap between each two tiers.

Each four tiers make a single valve and therefore each tower has four valves. A typical DC/AC

convefter tower is shown in Figure 1-3. The towers are supported above the ground on posts, as

slrown in Figure 1-4. In VH41 and YH42 the posts elevate the towers 1 .05 [m] and 3.52 lm),

respectively, above the ground. Tower elevation is the most significant difference between these

two valve halls.
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Figure 1-3: Typical DC/AC convertel tower

Figure 1-4: Posts that elevate a typical DC/AC
converter tower above the ground (VH42 shown)
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As a result of power losses during the conversion process, a significant amount of heat is

generated in the DC/AC converter towers and a cooling system is utilized to maintain the

thyristor valves at their recommended operating temperature. The heat is removed by a

combination of a deionised water heat exchanger system and an air ventilation system.

The water heat exchanger system renroves approximately 90Yo of the heat generated during the

conversion plocess, while the remaining I0o/o is removed by the ventilation system. The

ventilation system consists of inlet ports that are positioned in the floor in front and behind each

tower. There is a grill ovel each inlet that angles the direction of the airflow. A typica[ inlet gull

is shown in Figure 1-5. Due to the high voltage in the proxirnity of the thyristor valves,

conductive material cannot be positioned in the general area of the converler towers. This limits

the placement of the inlets. The return air is drawn from the highest point in the room and is

mixed with fresh air in the return duct.

Figure 1-5: Typical ventilation system inlet grill
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According to the design requirement, an environmental temperature of 5"C to 40oC is required

for satisfactory operation of the converion equipment. However the enironmental temperature

within a valve hall is not monitored. Overheating in the valves is monitored by a control system

that gives an alarm when the heat exchanger outlet water temperature reaches 56oC . If the heat

exchanger outlet water temperature reaches 59'C the control system will trip the power system.

Curent practice at Dorsey has been to reduce the power load by typically 20%o when the alarm

temperature is reached. Manitoba Hydro has concems of thyristor overheating in the hotter

climate during the summer.

The total air mass flow rate used in the existing ventilation system is adequate to remove the

excess heat from the valve halls. However, the air temperature within the valve halls,

particularly within the valves, is dependent on how the airflow circulates and interacts with the

DC/AC converter tower.

1.2: Project Objectives

The goal of the present work is to numerically simulate the ventilation system that cools the

DC/AC convefter towers located within VH4L and YH42. An effective cooling strategy that

reduces the ternperature of the thyristor valves, relative to the existing industry design, will be

detennined for both valve halls. The geometry of the inlet air pofis, location of the inlet air

ports, and jet inlet angle will be varied to achieve this. It will also be determined if a particular

tower elevation yields improved tower ventilation. The results frorn this study can setve as a

guideline that Manitoba Hydro can use concerning upgrades to the ventilation system. Lowering

the temperature of the thyristor valves is benef,ical to Manitoba Hydro because it will reduce the

occurance of the contol system alarm being tripped. Operating the valve halls below full
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capacity is very costly to Manitoba Hydro because hydro power can be sold to other provinces

and the U.S. Maintaining the thyristor valves at a lower operating temperature has the potential

of extending their life span and improving performance.

Altlrough this study is focused on a parlicular industry application, it is relevant to any industry

that uses air ventilation to cool electrical components.

1.3: Previous Research on this Project

Previous M.Sc. research was conducted at the University of Manitoba by Ramirez-Iraheta

(2004). Ramirez-Iraheta numerically simulated 2-D laminar airflow in a valve hall to determine

the ternperatue and velocity distributions for various inlet flow rates, tower locations in the

donrain, and the location of the inlet and outlet. The results from this study were summ artzed in

Rarnirez-Iraheta et al. (2006).

M.Sc. researcher Jeff Berg (2006) expanded on this work by simulating 3-D turbulent airflow in

VH41. By using sytlmetry the size of the valve halls was reduced to both a quarter size and a

half size. The size, location, and orientation of the inlet and outlet were varied as well as the jet

inlet angle. The results from this study were summarized in two papers by Berg et al. (2008a,

2008b).

Post-Doctoral Fellow researcher A-lmed El-Shaboury (2009) further expanded on the modeling

of VH41 by sirnlulating the quafter tower with open tiers and by simulating the full tower with

staggered inlets. Both of these models were considerablly more computationally demanding

relative to the previous simulations.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1: Overview

In this chapter, a review of relevant numerical research will be presented. The work that was

conducted in this thesis relates to turbulent rnixed convection in a relatively large three-

dimensional (3-D) domain with a turbulent air jet impinging on an array of heated blocks. There

has been relatively little numerical research that would be comparable to this combination of

phenomena. However, there has been considerable experimental and numerical research

involving convection sirnulations that are similar to at least one, but not all aspects of the present

study. The studies summarized in this chapter will be divided into 3 categories:

. In Section 2.2, research that produced results from experimental and numerical

simulations for a two-dimensional (2-D) turbulent impinging jet on a heated surface is

reviewed.

In Section 2.3, research that produced results from experimental and numerical

simulations from either 2-D laminar or turbulent channel flow over an array of heated

blocks is reviewed

In Section 2.4, research that produced results from experirnental and numerical

simulations from ventilation cooling of electronics in either 2-D or 3-D domains is

reviewed.

2.2: Turbulent Impinging Jet on a Heated Surface

Unless otherwise mentioned, the geometry for the work summarized in this section consists of a

flat heated sulface in a2-D domain with an impinging turbulent jet directly above.
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Tlre lreight of the jet above the heated surface is defined as H and, the length of the jet inlet is

defined as W.

Merci et al. (2003) numerically investigated an impinging jet witli different turbulence models.

The standard k-e model and a non-linear k-e model with the Yap correction were compared to

experimental results. The Yap conection decreases the turbulence length scale in the near wall

region. The standard model failed to adequately predict the heat transfer, while the non-linear

model yielded irnproved results. The authors illustrated that the energy equation can be

simplified by neglecting the work done by the viscous and turbulent stresses, and the kinetic

energy contribution in the total enthalpy without affecting the results.

Wang and Mujurndar (2004) conducted a comparative study of 5 low Reynolds number (LRN)

k-e turbulence models for impingement heat transfer. It was found that all models captured the

shape of the Nusselt number (Nu) profîle quite well, but ovelestimated the magnitude of Nu at

botli the stagnation points and the downstream points. All tu¡bulence models prefonned better

wlren H/W was high. 'When 
the Yap correction was added, the prediction of Nu was improved

significantly. When the turbulent intensity was increased from I%o to 60/o, there was no change

in the heat transfer or flow field except near the stagnation region.

Zurketman and Lior (2005) described the relative strengths and drawbacks for the standard k-e,

standard k-c¡, Re-Nonnalized Group (RNG) k-e model, algebraic stress model (ASM), shear

stress transpott model (SST), and vlturbulence models for impinging jet flow and heat transfer.

It was stated that the standard k-e, standard k-al, SST, and ASM models gave relatively large

errors compared to experimental data sets. The computational time for the k-e and k-co model

was stated to be the lowest. The SST and, vzf models were found to give better predictions but
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still failed to completely predict the behaviour of the jet over the entire domain. Direct

numerical simulation (DNS) gave very accurate predictions but had extremely high

computational time that limits its use. It was stated that the SST and vlmodels gave the best

compromise between accuracy and computational time. The authors stated that the standard k-e

model gave accurate results in the free-jet region but poor results in the stagnation region and the

wall jet region. It also gave poor predictions of the location of stagnation points in boundary

layers. It was stated that the standard k-e model is acknowledged to produce poor results for an

impinging jet problem, but remains in use due to its common irnplementation and low

cornputational costs. The standard k-c¡ predicted the flow in the wall jet region, but the model

was sensitive to far-field boundary conditions to a greater extent than the standard k-e model. It

was concluded that the standard k-co rnodel is modelately better than the standard k-e rnodel, but

has a higher computational cost. The RNG k-e model provided improved performance over the

standard model but required higher computational time. The RNG k-e model had an additional

tenn in the turbulent dissipation equation based on strain rates. Addrng realizability constraints

to the k-e or k-r¡ model produced more accurate results. The RSM models calculated all six

components of the Reynolds stress tensor. This model was colrputationally very demanding and

although it eliminated the isotropy assumption that is used in the two-equation models it still

used approximations to calculate the Reynolds stress tensor. It still gave large errors relative to

experirnental results

Ramezanpour et al. (2006) numerically investigated the heat transfer fi'om a slot jet impinging on

an inclined plane. The plane was inclined from 40o to 90o, where 90" was a horizontal plate.

The RNG k-e model and RSM were compared to experimental results for various cases. In

general it was observed that by inclining the plane, the stagnation point was moved to the uphill
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side of the plate. This movement of the stagnation point increased by increasing HIW and by

decreasing Reynolds number (Re) and the inclination angle. It was found that the local Nu was

overall better predicted with the RNG k-e model. But the RNG k-e model underestimated the

value for local Nu in the stagnation region. The RSM model more accurately predicted the

streamlines from circulating flow. When the plane was horizontal, it was found that for both

models the results were in better agreement with the experimental results, relative to when the

plane was inclined.

Isman et al. (2007) numerically investigated a turbulent irnpinging jet. The standard k-e, RNG k-

t, new k-e, the Sliih Zhu and Lumley (SZL), ASM, and the non-linear model of Girimaji (GIR)

turbulence models were compared to experimental results. It was found in this study that for all

turbulence models the numerical results for local Nu are lower at the impinging region but higher

in tlre wall jet region relative to the experimental results. The ASM, SZL, and RNG models gave

the most satisfactory results for heat transfer in the stagnation region, while the standard k-e

model predicted heat transfer better in the wall jet region. Both the RNG and standard k-e model

gave better agreement with tlie experimental results relative to the other models when the entire

flow field was considered. The authors concluded that the results from the standard k-e model

have achieved notable success from an engineering point of view. The standard k-e rnodel has

the advantage that it is the rnost widely used and validated tulbulence model. In a parametric

study using the standard k-e rnodel, it was shown that local Nu improved with increasing Re and

decreasing nozzle-to-plate spacing. This was similar to what was observed from the

experinrental results. Increasing the turbulent intensity at the inlet from Io/o to 6o/o improved the

agreement with the experimental results.

11
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Chang-geng and Jie-min (2007) conducted experimental and numerical simulations of heat

transfer from a confined circular impinging jet. The standard k-e, standard k-co, SST k-ro,

realizable k-e, and RNG k-e turbulent models \¡/ere compared to the experimental results. The

RNG k-e model was found to accurately capture the experimental results, while the other models

underestimated the local heat transfer coefficient in the wall jet legion, especially in the

stagnation region. The k-c¡ rnodel failed to follow the typical saddle shape profile that was seen

in the experimental results. The parameters Re and the ratio of height to diameter (H/D) werc

varied in the experiment. It was shown that the heat transfer had a strong dependence on Re.

Wren H/D was 4 and Re was in the range of 600 to 8000 there was a flattening of the profile for

Nu around the stagnation point. For all other cases, the profile for Nu was bell-shaped.

Hofinann et al. (2007) conducted an assessment of 13 widely used RANS turbulence models for

impinging jets. The authors stated that when predicting wall jet heat transfer, nearly all models

examined were found to be suitable. However, nearly all the models failed to accurately predict

the local heat transfer near the stagnation region. The only rnodel that gave agreeable predictions

for this region was the SST k-r¡ rnodel. This model was able to predict the secondary maximum

conectly, which occurred when there was a small spacing between the inlet and the plate.

From the above discussion it was observed that for a jet impinging on a heated plane there is an

inverse relation between the accuracy of a turbulence model and how computationally

dernanding that model is. Only the most computationally demanding rnodel (DNS) can predict

the entire flow field for an impinging jet. Some authors have stated that the standard k-e model

is inadequate, while other authors disagreed with this statement. Isman et al. (2007) stated that

the standard k-e model have achieved notable success from an engineering point of view in

predicting the type of flow found in an impinging jet. Zurkennan and Lior (2005) stated that the
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k-e model produces relatively poor results but remains in use due to its common implementation

and low computational cost. It was found from the literature that turbulence models that are

rÌore computationally demanding relative to the standard k-e model can still give poor

predictions. Based on the wide use and the low computational time of the standard k-e model,

and the prediction elrors that exist in most turbulence models for an impinging jet, the standard

k-a model was considered to be suitable to model an impinging jet for the work in this thesis.

2.3: Channel Flow Over an Array of Heated Blocks

Unless otherwise mentioned, the geometry for the work summarized below consists of a 2-D

channel with one or more heated blocks protruding from a channel wall.

Desrayaud and Fichera (2003) analyzed numerically the natural convection in a 2-D vertical

channel with a single protruding heat generating component. The parameters studied were the

Rayleigh number (Ra), the Prandtl number (Pr), and the conductively ratio of the module and the

fluid. The buoyancy driven flow along the horizontal surface inhibited the formation of a

separate eddy at the lower corater. Along the vertical edge of the module, the flow accelerated

but did uot sepatate. On the upper horizontal face, flow separation occured and an anti-

clockwise eddy developed. In the chamel area that is upstream of the module a plume-like

behaviour was observed. The plume occupied less space as Ra was increased, and a large

recirculation zone appeared downstream at the higher Ra values. The effect of module geometry

for a fixed Ra value was also analyzed. Increasing the width of the module caused the

downstream eddy to increase in size. Increasing the width also caused the eddy on the module's

upper horizontal face to increase.

13
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Majumdar and Deb (2003) numerically analyzed turbulent flow over an aftay of heated modules.

The standard k-e model, the LRN /s-e model based on the Lam and Bremhorst model, and the

LRN k-e model based on the Jones and Launder model were compared to experimental results.

It was found that when Re was in the range of 2,000 to 5,000, the Jones and Launder model was

the most accurate in predicting heat transfer and pressure drop. Wren Re was increased to

7,000, the standard fr-e rnodel gave the most accurate predictions.

Arquis et aL. (2006) numerically investigated a laminar impinging jet cooling an arÍay of five

protruding heat sources in a channel. The jet was positioned directly above the first block and

the outlet was positioned downstream in the channel. The fluid flow and heat transfer

characteristics were observed for various parameters such as: Re, channel height, slot width,

spacing between blocks, and block height. By increasing Re, the rate of heat transfer on the

blocks was found to increase. Srnall recirculation cells existed in the cavities between the

blocks, and as the Re increased so did the strength of the vofiices. In general, increasing the

strength of the vortices led to greater cooling on the vertical faces of the blocks. At high Re, the

voftices between the blocks rose above the top surface of the blocks. The effect of varying the

width of the inlet slot on the flow structure was studied. For relatively large slot widths,

circulation cells formed between the jet and the confining wall. For cases with relatively small

slot widths, these circulations zones only appeared when tlie Re was also relatively high. It was

also found that decreasing the width of the slot caused flow separation on the top surfaces of the

blocks. For cases with a relatively high channel height, a circulation cell was formed between

the irnpinging jet and the confining wall. The size of the circulation cell increased with

increasing channel height. It was also observed that higher rates of cooling were achieved when

the spacing between the blocks was increased.

14
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Rao and Narasirnham (2007) numerically investigated laminar mixed convection on protruding

heat generating ribs in a veftical channel. A parametric study was perfonned by varying Grashof

number (Gr) and Re. For a constant Gr, the velocity component resulting from natural

convection decreased with increasing Re. This is a result of increasing the forced-convection

component due to the increase in Re. As the value of Gr was lowered, the velocity from natural

convection appeared to stabilize around a constant value and did not change as Re was increased.

As Gr was increased, a higher Re was needed to reach free convection velocity stabilization. For

the cases with no fi'ee convection, when Re was increased from a relatively small value to a large

value, a vortex formed on the vertical face of the lowest component. When only free convection

was present in the channel and a low Gl was used, the circulation cells between the components

were relatively week and the stagnation point was closer to the upper horizontal surface. For a

higher Gr, the circulation zones tended to be closer to the bottorn horizontal faces.

Elsaadawy et al. (2008) numerically investigated turbulent flow tluough a channel with 6

protruding heat sources. The objective of their study was to detennine the proper turbulence

model to use in the thennal analysis of electronic systems. The results from the standard k-e,

RNG k-e, SST, and RSM turbulence models were compared to results frorn both experiments

and DNS simulations. The authors stated that the standard k-e and RNG k-e model are not the

best suited for predicting the flow phenomena that occur in 2-D ribbed channel flow; which

consists of separation, circulation, and reattachment. Both the RSM and the SST models

reasonably predicted the r-esults. Since the SST model is less computationally demanding, the

authors determined that it was the most suitable model.

Eiamsa-ard and Promvonge (2008) numerically studied heat transfer from turbulent channel flow

over periodic grooves. The results from the standard k-e, RNG k-e, standard k-rrr, and the SST
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turbulence model were compared to experimental results. It was shown that both the standard k-

e and RNG k-e rnodels were suitable for this type of flow. The standard k-e model was used in a

parametric study. Different groove-width ratios were tested and it was found that the highest Nu

values occurred when the ratio of the length of the groove and the spacing between the grooves

was 0.75.

From the above discnssion it was observed that channel flow over heated blocks has been

simulated using laminar and turbulent flow conditions. Elsaadawy et al. (2008) stated that the

standard k-e model was not ideal for this type of flow. However, Eiamsa-ard and Promvonge

(2008) used the standard k-e model in a parametric study. Majumdar and Deb (2003) found that

the standard k-e model gave accurate predictions when Re was increased to 7,000. Based on the

above findings, the standard k-e model can be considered suitable for modeling flow over heated

blocks.

2.42 Yentilation Cooling of Electronics in a Room

Lu et al. (2002) numerically investigated convection heat transfer in a heated room. The domain

consisted of a 3-D room with one of the walls containing a heated surface and an opening. The

results from the standard k-e and the LRN k-e turbulence model were compared to experimental

results. It was observed that tlie LRN k-e turbulence rnodel produced airflow patterns that were

closer to the experimental results. Both models were able to capture the main flow features. The

temperature distribution predicted by both turbulrn"" rrrodels were in agreement with the

measured data.

Berg et al. (2007) numerically studied the flow structure of a turbulent rectangular free jet in a 3-

D rooln. All surfaces in the domain were adiabatic. Experirnental results were compared to the
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standard k-e and the standard k-r¡ turbulence models. Two diffelent inlet boundary conditions

were tested for each model: a unifotm velocity profile and a profile matching the experimental

data. It was found that when the standard k-e model was used with a velocity profile matching

the experimental data, the main features of the flow field were captured, including the saddle

shaped velocity profile in the near-field region and the rate of velocity decay in the far-field

region.

Bilgen and Muftuoglu (2007) studied numerically the case of natural convection in an open 2-D

square cavity with discrete heaters on the left wall. The right wall was open to the ambient air

and all other walls were adiabatic. The goal of this work was to optimize the size and position of

a various number of discrete heaters. It was observed that when a single heater was used, the

heat transfer varied as the position of the heater was changed for all Ra values. The heat transfer

was at its lowest when the heater was located at the bottom of the wall and increased as the

heater was moved towards the midpoint of the wall. It was obserued that heat transfer increased

as the size of the heater was increased. In general, increasing Ra caused the optimal position of

the heater to be located closer to the ground. Tliis was explained by there being increased

circulation in the lower half of the cavity. The optirnal position also became closer to the ground

as the heater size was increased. When Ra was low, the heat transfer in the domain was

conduction based and Nu was the same irrespective of heater size or location. As tRa was

increased, convection became the dominate rneans of heat transfer and Nu increased with heater

size. The volume flow rate in the domain was an increasing function of both Ra and heater size.

Yllmaz and Fraser (2007) investigated turbulent natural convection in a vertical parallel-plate

channel with asymrnetric heating both numerically and experimentally. Variations of the LRN

k-e turbulence model were used in this study. All turbulence models tested were able to predict
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the average heat transfer and induced flow rate almost within the limits of experimental error.

None of the LRN k-e turbulence models could be singled out as the best model. The profiles for

turbulent kinetic energy from the experiment aJ dataindicated that fully turbulent flow had been

reached at the outlet, indicating that the assumption to use a turbulence model was valid.

Radhakrishnan et al. (2007) reported a study on an experimental and numerical investigation of

mixed convection fi'om a vertical heat generating plate in a ventilation cavity. The base

geometry consisted of a thin rectangular heat generating element positioned verlically in the

centre of a rectangular room. Air entered the room through an inlet located in the bottom left

comer and exited through an outlet located at the top right corner. All walls of the cavity were

insulated. From the experimental results it was shown that as Re increased, the maximum

temperature on the heater decreased. It was found that Nu increased linearly with increases in

Re. The Nu trend lines stayed clustered together as Re was increased, irrespective of the heaters

output. For the numerical study, the RNG k-e turbulence model was used and the geometry of

the room was simplified to be 2-D. The results from experimental and numerical studies were

compared and they were found to be in agreement. By analyzing streamlines in the domain it

was shown that the flow was not unifonlly distributed in the room. The majority of the flow

from the inlet bypassed the heater and flowed vertically up the right wall without touching the

heater. The zone to the left of the heater was stagnant. This demonstrated that the ideal place for

positioning the heater was not in the centre. The heater was then moved to different locations in

the dornain and at different inclinations. It was found that the average temperature was highest

when the heater was positioned at the far left of the room and the average temperature was lower

when it was positioned to the right of the room. When the heater was positioned lower to the

bottom, the average temperature was decreased. When the heated plate was positioned
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horizontally, the maximum temperature was lower relative to when the plate was positioned

vertically. When the plate was inclined at 45", the maximum temperature was higher than the

horizontal position, but was still less than the vertical position.

Koca (2008) studied numerically laminar natural convection in a2-D domain with a vertical heat

generating plate mounted on the bottom plane at various locations. An opening was located on

the top plane at various locations. Heat transfer was found to increase as Ra increased, as the

size of the opening increased, and as the size of the plate increased. Both the location of the

plate and the opening had an effect on the heat transfer.

Tsay and Cheng (2009) studied laminar natural convection cooling of 3 heat generating blocks

mounted vertically on a board that is suspended in the centre of a 2-D cavity. The number of air

vents was varied from 0 to 3 as was the location of the air vents. Airflow was simulated to be

circulated on the outside of the cavity. 'Wren 
three vents were added to the cavity the maximum

temperature reduced by up to 45o/o relative to the case with no vents. The maximum temperature

fiom the case with two vents was only 60/o higher than the case with tliree vents. It was found

that increasing Ra increases Nu.

From the above discttssion it was observed that the ventilation cooling of electronics in a room

has been sirnulated using laminar and turbulent flow conditions. Turbulence was modeled using

variations of the k-e model. Berg et aL. (2007) found that the standard k-e model can accurately

predict the velocity decay of a jet in a 3-D room. Since jet velocity decay is an important part of

the flow phenomenon that was studied in this thesis, the standard k-e model wilt be considered

suitable for predicting the ventilation of electronics in a room..
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2.5: Concluding Remarks

From the above review, it is clear that there has been a significant amount of research done

comparing various turbulence rnodels to experimental results for heat transfer from impinging

jets, channel flow over heated blocks, and ventilation cooling of electronics in a room. A

majority of this work was done with relatively simple 2-D geometries, which limits their

applicability to real-life engineering applications. Certain industry applications contain flow

fields that cannot be represented as a 2-D dornain. The reason that previous research has been

limited to a 2-D domain is that obtaining results from a 3-D domain is very computationally

dernanding.

This work will attempt to expand on the existing literature by analyzing the flow structure and

heat transfer in a large 3-D dornain with turbulence, mixed convection, an impinging jet, and

flow ovel heated blocks. These conditions are relevant to various industrial applications such as

the cooling of a DC/AC converter tower. To the author's knowledge, there has been no research

conducted that would be cornparable to this, aside from previons work that has been done by

other researchers at the University of Manitoba.
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CHAPTER 3: MODEL DESCRIPTIO¡{

3.1: Domain

The convefter towers are affanged in a row of three towers within a valve hall. The towers are

7.98 [m] htgh,2.57 [m] long, and 3.56 lml wide. In VH41, the towers are elevated 1.05 lml

above the ground. IIYH Z the towers are elevaled3.52fm] above the ground. The elevation

of tlre towel above the ground will be denoted as H1. Each convefier tower consists of a series of

sixteen vertically stacked tiers. The tiels are 0.33 [m] in height and there is a 0.18 [m] vertical

gap between each two tiers. An isometric view of a CAD model representing VH41 is shown in

Figure 3-1.

Inlet grill
6 plcs

DC/AC converter tower
3 plcs

I

Figure 3-1: Isometric view of a CAD model representing VH41 (parts removed for clarity)
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Each tier consists of four thyristor modules and two reactor modules. A cluster of internal pipes

is located in the centre of each tier. Plastic plates are present on the outside of each tier to

enclose the electrical components. The top and bottorn of a tier are not enclosed by any panels.

Detailed engineeling drawings of the inside of a tier wele not available. The irfernal

aüangement of the tiers was determined through visual inspection when the valve hall was not in

operation. A representative top view of the insides of a tier is shown in Figure 3-2. The

dimensions of a tier were taken from the modules and do not include the plastic plates.

,rr1

Thyristor module

4 plcs

Internal Pipes

Plastic

enclosure plate
Reactor rnodule

2 plcs

Figure 3-2: Representative top view of the inside of a tier.
Dirnensions are in metels.

The valve hall ventilation system consists of six inlets located on the floor. Each converter tower

has two inlets located at opposite sides in a staggered arrangement. A grill is present over each

inlet. The angle that the inlet grill directs the airflow towards the tower will be defined as g. In

VH41 and YH42, I is 60' and 90", respectively. The airflow is removed from the valve hall

tlu'ough outlets located on the ceiling and distributed asymrnetrically above the towers.
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The valve halls that the converter towers occupy are 16.75 [m] in length and 15.60 [m] wide. In

VH41 the ceiling is 13.35 þnl in height and in YH42 the ceiling is 18.89 [m] in height. The

lreiglit of the valve hall will be denoted as H2. The major difference between VH41 and VH42 is

the tower elevation above the ground and the ceiling height. Any other differences are not

considered in this study.

A 5-m high safety fence closes off the tower area to keep people out due to the high voltage

present when the tower is in operation. The fence consists of a wire mesh and airflow can

leadily move through it. A side view and top view of the valve hall geometry is shown in

Figures 3-3 and 3-4, respectively.

2.59 2.57 2.03

-w

2.03H 2.39

0.33

z Ht

x

16.75

Figure 3-3: Side view of the valve hall. Dirnensions are in meters.
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The geometry of the valve halls is very complex, consisting of three towers, 6 inlets, outlets, a

safety fence, and complex electrical components. If the domain was modeled completely, the

cornputational time would be extremely high. To reduce the complexity of the domain the

following modifications have been made.

Modification 1: Symmetry planes 52 have been placed between the middle tower and the outer

towers, and the side walls were replaced by symmetry planes 52. This allows for the domain to

be represented as a large array of towers. Since the towers are identical, the computational

domain can be reduced to a single tower.

15.60

0.65 r.09

+H

=-o4sîE

mï,u,u,ilI rower I 
lr 
*

l-l -Y-

3.81

3.56

Safety fence Inlet grill

5.82

Figure 3-4: Top view of the valve hall. Dimensions are in meters.
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Chapter 3: Model Description

ModifTcation 2: The floor inlets were repositioned to so that the centre of each inlet was aligned

with the centre of the tower. This allows for symmetry plane Sl to be placed in the centre of

each tower. The domain can now be reduced from a single tower to a half to

A side view of the domain with symmetry planes S1 and 52 is shown in Figure 3-5. From now

ol1, symmetry planes will be represented as dashed lines. The floor and ceiling are now defined

as Wl and W3, resPectivelY.

I

I

I

52 ----+i 52 ----+l

2.30 1.285

Figure 3-5: Side view of the valve hall with modifications 1 and 2.

Dimensions are in meters.
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Chapter 3: Model Description

Modification 3: The safety fence was removed and the wall beyond the safety fence was moved

closer to the towers. This wall was placed at the same distance from the tower centre line as the

wall on the opposite side of the tower. This allows for symmetry plane 53 to be placed in the

centre of each tower. The domain can now be reduced to quarter the size of a single tower. A

top view of the domain with the modified inlet locations and symmetry planes S1, 52, and 53 is

shown in Figure 3-6. The side walls are now defined asW2.

t;
___t_r____

1.78

5.59 Er
ìr_

0.545 i

1
w2

Modified
location of
inlet

Figure 3-6: Top view of the valve liall with modifications i to 3.

Dimensions are in rneters.
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ModifTcation 4: The air outlets were modified and repositioned so that they were the same size

as the inlets and were positioned directly above each inlet. Tlie total area of the outlets has not

been changed with this modification.

Modification.5: The tower tiers consist of a collection of four thyristor modules, two reactor

modules, and intemal pipes. The available computational resources imposed the modification to

model the tier as a solid block that has the same overall dimensions of the rnodules. The solid

block produces the same total rate of energy as the original set of thyristor and reactor modules.

The top and bottom horizontal surfaces of each tier will be defined as T1 and T2, respectively.

The verlical surfaces of each tier in the x-z and y-z directions will be defined as T3 and T4,

respectively.

By implementing modifications I to 5, the quarter-tower domain was obtained, as shown in

Figure 3-7.

Tlre length of the inlet in the ;r-direction and y-direction will be defined as L* and Ly,

respectively. The distance between the centre of the inlet and symmetry plane 53 will be defined

as Pr.
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S2

I
-T

1.2ss Il
2.68

(b) Top view, z: H2

S2

(a) Side view, x:0 (c) Bottom view, z:0

Figure 3-7: Quarter domain using modifications 1 to 5. Dimensions are in meters.

S3
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3.2: Assumptions

The following assurnptions were made in formulating the mathematical model:

. The airflow was turbulent af mediurn intensity

. The eddy-viscosity approxirnation was used to model the Reynolds stresses.

¡ Steady-state conditions were assurned.

. The air was assumed to be Newtonian and compressibility effects were assumed to be

negligible.

. The properlies of the air were constant, except for the density in the buoyancy term.

o Heat transfer by radiation was assumed to be negligible.

. The outer walls of the domain were assumed to be adiabatic.

3.3: Mathematical Model

3.3.1 : Governing Equations

Using the assumptions discussed in Section 3.2,the time-averaged governing equations for the

conselation of mass, momentum, and energy can be expressed in tensor form as:

Continuity:

ô(p"¡)
^-vdxj

Momentum:

(3.1)

(3.2)Q'W) :- #.+(.+t,)ft)*on,, í:1,,2,3
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Energy:

a(pu¡r)
(3.3)ô*¡

wlrere x7 is the position vector (*, y, t), z.r¡ is the Cartesian time-average velocity components (zr :

tt,LL2: V, u3 : w), P is the time-averaged pressure, Prl is the turbulent Prandtl number (Pr¡:0.9),

¡r¡ is the eddy viscosity, g¡ : -9.8 lm/s2] for i: 3, and g¡:0 for i: I and.2.

:+((å.#)*)

Splitting the pressure into dynamic (P-) and hydrostatic components:

P*:P-pogflt

the resulting momentum equation can be written as:

/ ô(pu¡)\ ôP. a (. .ôu,\
\"'É): - a*,* ur({ø+ ù ur)+(p- Po)e¡, i' :1,2,3

(3.4)

(3.s)

where po is the density of the air at the inlet.

The above equations form a mathematical rnodel that can represent the flow field and heat

transfer that occurs within the valve halls. However, additional equations need to be introduced

to solve for the p¡term in the momentum and energy equations.

3.3.2: Turbulence Closure

A turbulence model is required to solve p¡ in Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.5) for turbulent flows. The two

equation turbulence model, the standard k- e model with a scalable wall-function was used to

solve this term.
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3.3.2.1: The Standard k-e Turbulence Model

In the standard fr- e model, the eddy viscosity is computed using the relation:

(3.6)

where Cu is a constant and the values of turbulent kinetic energy, /c, and the dissipation, r, come

from the solution to the following transport equations:

k2
tlt: CtrpT

P<:,,#(W.#)

"3#:*[(,. ÐY;*P¡,- pe (3.7)

(3.8)
ô(pt)

ô*¿
: l*(, . i) #). lu {c,,ru - c,z p e)U¿

'Where 
the turbulence production term, P¡, is modeled using:

(3.e)

The values for the standard lc- e equation constants used in this work arc: Cu: 0.09, C¿7: 1.44,

Crz: I.92, op: 1.0, and or: 1.3.

The scalable wall function approach of Grotjans and Menter (1998) was used for modeling the

flow near the wall. This approach is an extension of the standard wall function approach of

Launder and Spalding (1974). In the log-law region, the near wall tangential veloc ity (J, is

related to the wall shear stress q,by means of a logarithrnic relation. In the wall function

approach, are applied which correct the wall condition with the dependent variables at the first
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near-wall mesh node which is assumed to lie in the logarithmic region of the boundary layer.

The relation for the near wall velocity in the logarithmic region is given by:

ttr: (u'/rc)Ios(y+) + C

where the non-dirnensional wall distan cc !*,is defined as:

(3.10)

!v'- PUrfl
(3.LL)

(3.L2)

(3.13)

(3.r4)

(3.1s)

Tlie friction velocity, zr,, is given by:

at/rw\ /2
ur = l-l\p /

z is the notmal distance to the wall, (K: 0.41) is the von Karman constant, and C is a constant

tlrat depends on the wall roughness (C : 5.2 for a smooth wall).

Using the wall function approach, the near wall turbulence quantities, lc, €, and p¡ in the

logarithrnic region were calculated fiom:

ul

Jcu

c-

(Kn)

¡t¡: pKurn

The fundamental principle of the scalable wall function approach of Grodans and Menter (1998)

is to linrit the value of y*, near the wall,!+, used in the logarithmic formulation to a value of

11.0. The value of Y* was determined from the intersection of the logarithmic and linear

I. _
,L_

uì
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profiles near the wall using: !* = max(y+ ,11.06). The cornputed !+ value was not allowed to

fall below this limit and therefore all mesh points were outside the viscous sub-layer. As a

result, mesh inconsistencies associated with applying the k and e equations in this region are

avoided. The flux boundary conditions applied at the wall for the scalable wall function

approach are as follows:

ôU,
p, -# - - p1)rmlax(lurl, u.)

ak

-- 
u

dn

(3.16)

: - i% "l# * F,oL;+ G,, - c,,)]

(3.1.7)

(3.1B)

Lv+ /e:' /r*

Pt ôe

o, Ôn

with:

and

tt
u* - Cula¡r'/2

(3.1e)

(3.20)

In Eqs. (3. 16) to (3.20), Ay* is the actual y* value from the wall to the first interior node, ,F.o1 is a

calibration function based on the coarseness of the mesh, and u* is the altemative velocity scale

used to prevent the flux from going to zero at separation points.
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3.3.3: Boundary Conditions

The following conditions were used at the domain boundaries. Refer to Figure 3-6 for the

location of the boundaries.

The location of the inlet port is given by,

o < x 1 1,, (e, -+) =r.(on-.+), and z = o

The velocity components at the inlet were calculated using:

uo:0

-wouo=
tan 0

ri1"o
wo=

PoL*Ly

The air entering the domain through the inlet is at a uniform temperature Zo.

The inlet turbulent kinetic energy, Ëo, was calculated using:

JM

(3.2r)

(3.22)

u" :1,: (

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

where 1o is the inlet turbulence intensity. The inlet dissipation eo was calculated using:

k?to: Crpo¡fr

wlrere -Ro is the inlet viscosity ratio (" /U)
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The location of the outlet port is given by,

0 < x < 0.545 lml, z.aa lml < y < 2.93 lml, andz = Hz

A specif,red average pressure was applied at the outlet area:

P* : 0 over the outlet opening

Syrnrnetry conditions were defined along planes S 1, 52, 53:

on S1- and S2

on 53

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.s3)

Wall boundary conditions were defined along planes Wl,W2, W3, T1, T2,T3, and T4:

l.t:u=w=0 allwalls

on Wl, and W3

onW2

on T1

AT

-:0dz

AT

=-:0oy

ôT __q
ôz^

arq
-:-ô2 1

on T2
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ôT __qôv1

ôT __q
ôx^

on T3

on T4

The domain parameters that were held constant for all cases are summarized in Table 3-1.

constant parameters were determined by researcher Jeff Berg in VH41.

Table 3-1: Constant domain parameters

(3.34)

(3.3s)

rho lkg/sl r" ['C] q" lWlm2l Io Ro

0.684 21,2 60.6 0.0s 10
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Chapter 4: Numerical Solution

CHAPTER 4: NTJMERICAL SOLUTION

4.1: Introduction

This chapter outlines the nurnerical procedure that was used to obtain a solution to the governing

equations that were discussed in Chapter 3. The domain was divided into small control volumes

with a node at the centre of each control volume. The goveming equations were integrated over

each control volume to derive coupled algebraic equations for the velocity components, pressure,

temperature, and the turbulence quantities Æ and e. At each node, the solution was obtained for

all of the quantities by iteratively solving the algebraic equations.

4.2: Grid,Generation

To generate the computational grid for the solution domain the software package ANSYS ICEM

CFD was used. Tliis program is capable of generating CAD models and hexahedral unstructured

meshes.

A CAD model was used to define the geometry of the computational domain and a hexahedral

mesh divides the domain into smaller rectangular control volumes. At the centre of each control

volume is a node. The rnesh was analyzed to ensure that the control volume edges were always

at 900.

A relatively high nodal density was required around the tower to capture the complexity of the

flow within the gaps. Away from the tower, the nodal density was reduced signif,rcantly. Since

the control volume edges are always at 90o, the high nodal density around the tower was

projected into the outer region of the domain. This resulted in the nodal density being

excessively high where it was not required. To overcome this, the mesh was divided into two
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separate meshes: an inner mesh that had a relatively high nodal density and an outer mesh that

had a relatively low nodal density. The origin was located at the same position for both meshes.

The outer surfaces of the two meshes where the domains comected are defined as domain

interfaces. The locations of the interfaces between the inner and outer domains were selected

such that the irnpact on the computed fields was negligible. The geometry for the meshes is

shown in Figure 4-1. Sample images of the meshes are found in Appendix A.

Domain
Interface

1

Domain
Inlerface

9.30

Domain
Interface

ú'

1.42 4.17 4.t7

(b) Inner domain(a) Outer dornain

Figure 4-1: Inner and outer domain geometry.

Dimensions are in meters.

i
¡

r-lr-l

r-_-I
t-Ì
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4.3: Overview of the Commercial Code Used

The commercial CFD code CFX-I1 was used to solve the governing equations. The software is

divided into Pre, Solve, and Post component programs.

CFX-Pre:

. Import the inner and outer mesh files from ANSYS ICEM CFD..

. Define the domain properties and boundary conditions.

. Define a domain interface between the inner mesh and the outer mesh.

. Define the initial solver parameters.

¡ Generate the def,rnition f,rle that is used by CFX-Solve.

CFX-Solve:

o Can interpolate an existing results file onto the definition file.

o Iteratively solves the governing equations at each node.

. GUI interface allows for the monitoring of the residuals and domain imbalances.

The solver palameters can be rnodified at any point during the iterative process to

improve convergence.

CFX-Post:

. GUI interface displays contours and streamlines.

r Data can be extracted fi'om any location in the domain.
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4.4: Numerical Method

The quantities at each node were solved iteratively until the maximum residuals for mass, Lt-

momentum, v-rnomentum, w-momentum, and temperature were below 1.0E-05 at each node.

Once this was achieved, the results were considered to be converged.

The values at each node were set by default to zero at the start of a numerical run. An existing

results file can be interpolated onto a definition file and the results from the previous run can be

uSed as an initial guess. This was done when the boundary conditions and geometry were

relatively similar between the cases and this technique would in general reduce the time required

to reach convergence.

A typical numerical run would take approxirnately two days to reach convergence using 8 CPUs.

This execution time varied fi'om one case to another. It was found that there was no trend that

could be used to predict the time required for convergence. During a typical numerical run, the

residuals may oscillate or become relatively constant. To overcorne this poor convergence

behaviour, two solver parameters (model relaxation coefficient and relaxation factor) were

varied. The model relaxation coefficient has a.default value of 1.0, and it was reduced

successively to a value as low as 1.0x10-3. The relaxation factor has a default value if 0.75, and

it was reduced successively to a value as low as 1.0x10-5. All converged solutions satisfied the

overall mass and energy balances to close tolerances. The time step was fixed at 0.5 [s]. Plots of

the convergence of the max residuals are presented in Appendix B for a typical numerical run.
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4.5: Grid Independence Tests

In general, the accuracy of the results obtained from a converged numerical solution is dependent

on the nodal density of the mesh. Grid independence tests were performed by comparing meshes

of increasing nodal density. The purpose of these tests was to determine the nodal density

required so that the converged results would not significantly change if the number of nodes was

increased further. In this section, the grid independence tests from the mesh used to represent the

domain for YH42 will be presented. Researcher Ahmed El-Shaboury conducted extensive grid

independence tests on the rnesh that will be used in this thesis for the domain in VH41.

Coarse, rtedium, and fine meshes were compared. The total number of nodes in each grid is

summarized in Table 4-1. Significantly rnore nodes were located in the core mesh region

relative to the outer mesh region.

Table 4-1: Number of nodes for coarse, medium, and fine meshes (VH42)

Coarse Mediurn Fine

Outer

Core

16I,490

901,000

445,499

2,251,108

683,1 09

3,720,209

Total 1,062,490 2,706,607 4,403,3I7

When conducting grid independence tests, aside from nodal

lreld constant. The parameters Z*, Ly, Py, and O were set at

83.5o, respectively. To compare the differences between two

a low density mesh was interpolated, using CFX-solve, onto

density, all other parameters were

0.545 [m], 0.48 1m1,2.68 [m], and

separate meshes, a result file from

a result file from a higher density
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mesh. The difference at each spatial point for all variables was generated. The interpolated

differences between the coarse and medium meshes will be referred to as coarse/med. The

interpolated differences between the medium and fine meshes will be referred to as med/fine. In

genelal, increasing the nodal density of a mesh will increase the time required to obtain

converged results. The computational time required for the coarse, medium, and fine meshes

summarized in Table 4-I to converge was 19.43, 47.13, and97.22 hrs, respectively.

The absolute maximum domain differences for the temperature and the velocity components

between the coarse/med meshes and the med/fine meshes are shown inTable 4-2.

Table 4-2: Maximum domain differences between meshes

coarse/med rned/fine
Max AZ ['C]
Max A u lnlsl
Max A v [m/s]
lVþ* A w frnls]

28.4r
0.521
0.455

0.286

5.17

0.044
0.1 66

0.064

Increasing the nodal density significantly reduced the maximum domain differences between the

meshes. The maximum difference in temperature between the med/fine meshes is relatively

large at 5.17"C and by itself this value would indicate that grid independence has not been

achieved with the medium mesh.

The percentage of the domain volume that contains all nodes with a certain temperature

diffelence is shown in Table 4-3 and Figure 4-2. The nodes that have an interpolated

temperature difference between the rned/ fine mesh that is gteater than 0.ioC occupy I.3Io/o of
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the domain volume. This volume is shown in Figure 4-3 and is located only in the proximity of

the tower and within the gaps.

Table 4-3: Percentage of the total volume of the domain occupied by a certain

temperature difference (comparing coarse/med and med/fine meshes)

%o of total domain volume
coarse/rned med/fine

lATl> 0.1'C 3.48x10-t 1.31x10-2

lATl > 0.5'C 2.32x10-2 1.63x10-3

l^Tl > l'C I.4O xIO-2 4]6xt0-a
lATl > 3'C 4.55x10-3 1.88x10-5

lATl > 5'C 2.96x10-3 2.2OxI0-7

lATl > 10'C 2.08x10-3 0

lATl > 20'C 5.63x10-a 0

lATl > 28'C 9.92x10-8 0

1.08+00

1.0E-01

1.0E-02

1.0E-03

o/o volume 1.0E-04

1.08-05

1.0E-06

1.08-07

1.08-08

i---
l -.-a--.,

L
-t---.-_= ----o.-^

ry \
ì

\ I
\

\

t

-ü-med/fine
-O-coarse/med

0.1 1 10 100

lATl,'c

Figure 4-2: Percentage of the total volume of the domain occupied by a certain
temperature difference (comparing coarse/med and med/fine meshes)
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The volume that contains an interpolated temperature difference greater than 5oC between the

med/fine mesh is 2.20x10-7 percent of the total volurne. Since the volume with the large

temperature difference is very small relative to the actual size of the domain, having a maximum

temperature difference of 5.17oC between the med/fine mesh was considered to be acceptable.

Similar trends were observed for the velocity cornponents.

Volume of domain

with lATl > 0.1'C

Figure 4-3: Volume of domain occupied by a ternperature

difference greater than 0.1'C (med/fine meshes)
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Since a majority of the difference in temperature between the meshes occurs within the tower

gaps, the maximum difference in the temperature within the volume of a tower gap, LTg,^u* will

be compared. In total there are fifteen gaps and AQ,.u* is shown for each gap in Figure 4-4 for

the coarse/med meshes and a rned/fine meshes. For the coarse/med meshes, thirteen gaps had

A,Zg,n,u* values greater than loC and three gaps have A7g,ro* values greater than 10'C. For the

interpolated med/fine results all hfteen gaps have a maximum temperature difference less than

0.42"C and eight gaps have a maximum temperature difference less than 0.07'C.

100

0.01

10

o oo

oa
o

nooooo o
(,)

fl D n
oooo

o tr tru !
t ¡tr¡

44,,''o* ["C]

Ocoarse/med

trmed/fine

0.1

r 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011t2r3t4t5

Gap

Figure 4-4: A,Tg,n,o* for all tower gaps (coarse/med and med/fine meshes)

From the above discussion it can be concluded that the differences between the medium and fine

meshes are reasonably srnall. Therefore, the medium mesh defined in Table 4-1 will be used for
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all cases involving YH42. Similar analysis was done to determine a suitable mesh for VH41. A

mesh of 2,066,209 nodes was used for VH41.

4.6: Resolution of the Turbulent Boundary Layer

To resolve the turbulent bourdary layer the mesh was refined near the solid surfaces of the gaps.

It is required that the y+ values on the surfaces within the gap be less than i00. For the medium

mesh used for YH42, the value for n was 0.0038 [m] and the nodes expanded away from the

walls at a ratio of I.I25. The maximum and aveîage values for y* within the gaps were 29.95

and 4.68, respectively. The refinement of the grid near the gap walls resulted in a high nodal

density within the gaps. The gaps occupy 2.5o/o of the total domain volume but 14.1%o of the

nodes were located within the gaps. Similar trends were obseled for the mesh used in the

analysis of VH41.

4.6: Turbulent Intensity at the Inlet

Berg (2006) investigated the effect of varying the turbulent parameters at the inlet. The

turbulence intensity at the inlet was varied from2.5o/oto 5o/oto l0o/o with the viscosity ratio held

constant. The viscosity ratio was varied from 5 to 10 to 20 with the turbulence intensity held

constant. It was obserued that for all cases, the maximum domain temperature varied by less

than0.4o/o. As a result, tl-re furbulence intensity and viscosity ratio were left at the default values

of 5%o and i 0 in the present investigation.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AI{D DISCUSSION

5.1: Introduction

This chapter will focus on how varying the domain parameters can influence the effectiveness of

the ventilation system. An effective cooling strategy will be determined for both VH41 and

VH42. The criterion of having the rnaximum surface temperature of the tower below 60'C will

be used for the study. The following parameters will be varied to achieve this:

Tlre iniet geometry parameters L* and Lr.

The inlet location parameter Pr.

The location on the tower that the jet is aimed at, given by the angle O.

h VH41, the tower elevation is 1.05 [m] above the ground; cases with this tower elevation will

be refened to as the low tower. The tower located in YH42 is elevated 3.52 lml above the

ground; cases with this tower elevation will be referred to as the high tower. These are the two

tower elevations that will be studied.

The inlet jet angle grequired to hit a particular desired location on the tower will vary depending

on the location of the inlet and the tower's elevation above the ground. The geometry of the jet

target path for both tower elevations is shown in Figure 5-1.

The pararneter B will define the location that the jet is aimed at the tower and it can be calculated

AS:

tower target location A
=-7.98ß: tower height

(s.1)
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I

rl
l-1

¡lr-f
t-]r-1
rfr-l
t-]r-1
r-l

rf

7.98

3.52

1.0s

Py

(a) Low tower

tæl,P, I

(b) Higli tower

Figure 5-1: Side view showing example jet targets path for the high and low

towers. Dimensions are in meters.

The results from the base inlet geometry and base inlet location will be presented in Section 5.2.

In Section 5.2.2,a detailed account will be given in of the ventilation design currently employed

in VH41 and YH42. These cases will serve as the basis against which all other cases will be

evaluated. The design goal is to increase the interaction of air with the tower. The effect that the
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parameter B has on the tower ventilation will be determined in Section 5.2.3 for both the high

tower and the low tower. Recommendations will be made regarding where tlie jet should be

airned and it will be observed how changing the tower elevation above the ground affects the

ventilation.

The effect of inlet geometry will be presented in Section 5.3. The results from varying the inlet

geometries parameters L* and Z, will be discussed in Sections 5.3.i and 5.3.4. The effect that B

lras on the tower ventilation for different inlet geometries will be discussed in Sections 5.3.2 and

5.3.3. It will be detennined what impact the geometry of the inlet has on the ventilation system.

The effect of inlet location will be presented in Section 5.4. The inlet will be moved closer to the

towerinSection 5.4.1. lnSection 5.4.2the inletwillbemovedawayfromthetowerandthe

effect of varying B will be presented for both the high and low towers. The inlet position

parameter P, will be varied to change the location of the inlet. It will be determined how the

location of the inlet affects the effectiveness of the ventilation system.

A correlation between the amount of airflow entering a tower gap and the maximum temperature

within that gap will be presented in Section 5.5.

The mass flow rate entering the domain from the inlet, the location and size of the outlet, and the

tier heat flux will be fixed for all cases. A summary of all the cases studied is presented in Table

5-1.
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Table 5-1: Summary of studied cases

Case
Tower
Type

e
ldeel

p Inlet
Description

Inlet Position

lml
Inlet Dimensions

Im]

Pu Ly L*

1 High 77.4
0.06

Base inlet
location, base

inlet geometry

x indicates
existing cases

for VH41 and
vH42

2.68 0.48 0.s45

*2 Low 60

Hieh
90 N/A

4 Low

5 High 80.7
0.25

6 Low 70

7 High 83.2
0.s 1

8 Low 80

9 High 84.5
0.73

r0 Low 82.5

11 High 8s.4
0.95

12 Low 84

13 High 77.4
0.06

Base inlet
location, 0.5
inlet, varying

L,

2.68 0.48 0.273

l4 Low 60

15 Hieh 80.7
0.25

I6 Low 70

I] High 83.2
0.51

18 Low 80

l9 High 84.5
0.73

z0 Low 82.5

21 Hieh 85.4
0.95

22 Low 84

23 High 77.4
0.06

Base inlet
location, 0.25

inlet, varying
L,

2.68 0.48 0.136

24 Low 60

25 Hieh 80.7
0.25

26 Low 70

27 High 83.2
0.51

28 Low 80

29 High 85.4
0.9s

30 Low 84
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Table 5-1: Continued

Case
Tower
Tlpe

o
Idee]

p Inlet
Description

Inlet Position

Im]

lnlet Dimensions

lml

Pu Ly L*

31 High 83.2 0.51

Base inlet
location, 1.25

inlet, varying
L,,

2.68

0.48 0.681

32 High 83.2 0.51

Base inlet
location, 0.5
inlet, varying

L-

0.24

0.545

JJ High 83.2 0.51

Base inlet
location, 0.25
inlet, varying

L,,

0.r2

34 High 83.2 0.51

Base inlet
location, 0.5

inlet, varying
L,,and L"

0.339 0.385

35 High 83.2 0.51

Base inlet
location, 0.25
inlet, varying

Lu and L*

0.24 0.273

36 Hieh 68.0
0.06

Far from
tower, 0.25

inlet, varying
L*

3.41 0.48 0.1 36

5t Low 43.7

38 High 73.6
0.25

39 Low 62.0

40 Hieh 11.9
0.51

41 Low 72.3

42 High 80.1
0.73

43 Low 76.6

44 Hieh 81.6
0.9s

45 Low 79.3

46 Low

83.2 0.51
Close to tower,

various inlet
sizes

2.39 0.48

0.545

4l Low 0.273

48 Low 0.1 36
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5.2: Evaluation of the Base Inlet Conditions

The following section will present the results for the base inlet geometry and the base inlet

location. This geometry is currently utilized in VH41 and YH42 and will be referred to as the

base inlet conditions. A top view of the dimensions for the base inlet conditions is shown in

Figure 5-2. In Section 5.2.1, a detailed discussion will be presented of the ventilation designs

currently utilized in VH41 andY$42. In Section 5.2.2, the effect that varyingBhas on the tower

ventilation will be presented for both the high tower and the low tower. A comparison of the two

tower elevations will be presented in Section 5.2.3.

Base inlet

Figure 5-2: Top view of domain showing the base inlet conditions.

Dimensions are in meters.

5.2.12 Existing Ventilation Designs Utilized in VH41 and VH42

The following section will discuss the verÍilation designs that are currently utilized in VH41 and

VH42. Before recommendations can be made regarding improving the ventilation, it is

important to understand the perforrnance of the existing design.

îl oo*' i

230 tl ì rl-l
ll e'-: :Jr | *. t'1/t. ,l
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5.2.1.1: VH41, Jet Angled at60", Case 2

Currently in VH41, tlie jet is angled at 60". This corresponds to a B of 0.06 and the jet target

path centered on Gap 1. To analyzethe effectiveness of the design, the air flow and temperature

conditions that occur within the fifteen tower gaps will be discussed. The tier surface

temperatures above the criterion of 60'C only occur on the top and bottom horizontal faces of a

gap. The maxirnum and average surface temperatures on the outer faces of the tiers are 54.2"C

and 30.5'C, respectively. Since the temperatures on the outer surfaces are relatively low, they

will be excluded from any further analysis and discussion.

The nomenclature for the mass flow rates and bulk temperature for a typical tower gap using a

top view are shown in Figure 5-3. Plane Pl is a vertical plane touching the tower surfaces facing

the inlet and plane P2 is a vertical plane touching the tower surfaces facing away from the inlet.

Airflow can enter or exit a gap through planes Pl and P2 while sytnmetry planes 51 and 53 are

impermeable.

IIlin,pz

Tb,in,pz

ffiout,P2

Tat,out,pz

trout, P1

Tb,out,Pr

inin,pt

?nb,in,pt

Figure 5-3: Top view of the mass flow rates and bulk temperatures for a typical tower gap
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The mass flow rate is conserved within the gap, as shown in the equation below.

lìr¡n,pt- trout,pr * Tir¡n,pz - ùout¡z = 0

The net mass flow rate ata gap plane is defined by the equation below.

ñg,net: l(min - ñour)l

(s.2)

(s.3)

Tlre net mass flow rates on planes P1 and P2, as calculated by the code, were different because of

interpolation errors. The maximum deviation in any gap was always less than 0.I2% of the inlet

rnass flow rate. Therefore, the net mass flow rate through a gap was taken as the average of the

net mass flow rates on planes Pl and P2. The percent net mass flow rate can be calculated as:

(,, .:^ _ l(-,",r, - mout,pr) I + l(¿,",r, - titowpz)l roo
-/ouLg,net- 

Z . ,rh
(s.4)

(s.s)

(s.6)

(s.7)

(s.8)

Energy is conserved within a Eap, as shown in the equation below.

E"-Ëor,*Eg"r,=0

'Where:

Et., = C prn¡¡,p 1T,p,in,pr * C ptiti¡,p 2T,p,i¡y,p 2

= C p ù our,pr Ib, out, p r + C p7i1. o\t,p zTb,out,p z

= Ar,gQ"

trLout

tugen
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The e¡ergy generated from the gap surfaces is removed through two methods:

Forced convection resulting from the ventilation system

Free convection resulting from buoyancy effects.

The maximum temperature that occurs on the surfaces within each tower gap will be defined as

Tg,^u*'

Tlre prof,rles of o/orhg,n", and Tg,^^* at all tower gaps in Case 2 are shown in Figure 5-4. The

higlrest o/olirs,netoccurs at Gap 1 , this corresponds to the location on the tower that the air j et was

aimed at. The o/orns,n"¡ steadily decreases after Gap 1 and reaches a value below 2 at Gap I0.

From Gaps 10 to 15, o/oins,net stays below 2. The tower gaps have Tg,^^* values that are below

60.C from Gap 1 to Gap 9. From Gaps 10 to 15 the value of Ts,^^*is above 60'C. The lowest

Tg,^^*value occurs at Gap 1, which conesponds with the gap with the highest value lor o/oTilg,ner.

At Gap 2 thereis a relatively large decrease of 10.3 ino/o'rixs,net, relative to Gap 1, but a relatively

small increase of 3.4"C in lng,max. At Gap l0 o/olirs,ne¡ decreases by only 1'7 relative to Gap 9,

wlrile Ts,^u* increases signif,rcantly by 29.2"C. It appears that there is a tlueshold value for

o/ori:s,net. If o/onirs,netis below the ttu'eshold, the gap surface temperatures will be relatively high.

Once the threshold value is crossed, ?ng,*"* will decrease sharply. Increasing o/oTtxg,net

signif,rcantly beyond the threshold value will not proportionately reduce fg,-"*.
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-A- o/orirg,ner

-El- Q,.a*

o=-Or.^-8,
-El-E-g--tz-ut-

z.a - -o-o.

o/oTilg,net

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 1rl2r3r4l5
Gap

Figure 5-4: o/orhr,ner and Ts,^^* for all tower gaps (Case 2)

The streamlines entering Gap 6 on plane P1 are shown in Figure 5-5. These streamlines were

ûaced by rnassless particles that tracked the path that the airflow takes. The streamlines enter

Gap 6 directly from the inlet, flow all the way into the gap, and exit on the far side of plane P2.

The streamlines show this behavior frorn Gaps 1 to 9. These are the gaps that have relatively

low ?ng,rnax values in the range of 29.00C to 48JoC and relatively high o/oTrLg,net values in the

range of 3.4 to 25.4. The streamlines that exhibit the behavior where they completely penetrate a

tower gap will be leferred to as type 1. The primary means of heat removal for these gaps is

forced convection. The streamlines entering Gap 9 on plane Pl are shown in Figure 5-6; this is

the higlrest tower gap that has type 1 streamlines. At this gap the values for o/orhs,ne, and ?ng,*u*

are 3.4 and 48.7oC, respectively. The streamlines entering Gap 10 on plane Pl are shown in

Figure 5-7. The streamlines enter Gap 10 directly from the inlet, flow approximatelyhalf way
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into tlre gap, and exit on the near side of plane P2. In this case, only one tower gap had

streamlines that behaved in this way. The value for ?ng,-u* at Gap 10 is moderately high at

l7.9oc and the value for o/orfug,n", is moderately low at L7. Gap streamlines that exhibit the

behavior where they moderately penetrate a tower gap will be referred to as type 2. At these

gaps the airflow is transitioning between where forced convection is the dominant means of heat

removal and where free convection is the dominant rnode.

The streamlines entering Gap 12 on plane Pl are shown in Figure 5-8. The streamlines barely

penetrate into the gap, and exit on plane P 1. After the streamlines exit Gap 12, they enter the

three gaps above it. The streamlines show this type of behavior from Gaps 11 to 15. This

corresponds with the gaps that have relatively high lg,-u* values in the range of 84.7oC to

93.8oC and relatively low o/oTìrs,net values in the rallge of 0.2 to 0.7. Gap streamlines that exhibit

this behavior will be refer:red to as type 3. The primary means of heat rernoval in these gaps is

free convection.

From the above discussion it can be concluded that when o/oTirs,net is above the threshold value

of 2,the airflow will completely penetrate a tower gap and Q,-"* will be relatively low. When

o/ori'Ls,net drops below the threshold value of 2, fhe jet velocity is not strong enough to push the

airflow completely into a gap and Ts,^u*will increase above 60'C. For the existing conditions in

VH41, the ventilation system adequately cools the bottom nine gaps but misses the top six gaps.

Any design modifications to the ventilation system should be done with the intent to increasing

o/oTirg,net above 2 for Gaps 10 to 15. A design modihcation that further increases o/orhr,n"tfor

gaps 1 to 9 will have minimal benefit to the tower ventilation, since these gaps are already

adequately penetrated by airflow.
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Streamlines

exiting Gap 6

on far side of
P2

Streamlines

entering Gap 6

on Pl from
inlet

Streamlines

entering Gap 9

on Pl from
inlet

Figure 5-5: Type 1 strearnlines entering Gap 6 on plane P1 (Case 2)

Streamlines

exiting Gap 9

on far side of
P2

Figure 5-6: Type 1 streamlines entering Gap 9 on plane P1 (Case 2)
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Streamlines

exiting Gap 10

on near side of
P2

Streamlines

entering Gap

10 on P1

from inlet

Figure 5-7: Type 2 streamlines entering Gap 10 on plane P1 (Case 2)

Streamlines entering

and exiting Gap 12

on Pl

Figure 5-8: Type 3 streamlines entering Gap 12 on plane P1 (Case 2)
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5.2.1.22 VH42,, Jet Angled at 90o, Case 3

In YH42 the air jet is currently angled at 90"; at this angle the jet target path misses the tower.

The profiles for o/orhr,n"¡ and Tg,^u* at each gap is shown in Figure 5-9. For all tower gaps,

o/oTi'Lg,net is relatively low in the range of 0.01 to 7.7 and Zg,max is relatively high in the range of

73.2"C to 87.4"C.

10

9

8

7

6
o/oTilg,net 

5

4

aJ

2

1

0

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 1It2I3t4I5
Gap

Figure 5-9: o/orhr,n"¡ and Tg,^^* for all tower gaps (Case 3)

The streamlines entering all tower gaps show the characteristics of type 3 streamlines, where the

streamlines do not significantly penetrate a gap. The streamlines entering Gap 10 on plane Pl

are shown in Figure 5-10. The streamlines flow veftically up from the inlet, circulate within the
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domain, flow into Gap 10 on plane Pl, and then exit the gap on plane Pl without signif,rcantly

penetrating the gap.

Wren the jet is aimed vertically at 90", the airflow circulates around the tower without

significantly penetrating any of the tower gaps. This results in all gaps havin1 Tg,^^* values

above 60'C.

Streamlines entering

and exiting Gap 10

on Pl

Figure 5-10: Type 3 streamlines entering Gap 10 on plane P1 (Case 3)
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5.2.2: The Effect of P for the Base Inlet Conditions, Cases I to 12

In the following section the effect of varying B will be presented for the base inlet conditions.

The results for the liigh and low towers will be presented separately and the section will be

concluded with a comparison between the high tower and low tower.

5.2.2.1: The Effect of P for the High Tower, Cases 1,5,7r 9, and 11

The following section will present the results for the high tower using the base inlet conditions.

Theo/oritg,n"¡ at each tower gap for Cases 1,5,7,9, and 11 is shown in Figure 5-11. The jet inlet

angle was varied from 77.4" to 85.4o for these cases. krespective of where the jet is aimed on

tlre tower, o/ori'Lg,net for the top six gaps is always below 2. The jet velocity decays as it moves

fi'om the inlet to the tower. The distance to reach the top six gaps is large enough to decay the jet

velocity to the point where it is not strong enough to significantly push airflow into the gaps.

Tlre streanrlines entering the top six gaps always show the characteristics of type 2 or type 3.

The streamlines entering the bottom six gaps always show the characteristics of type 1

streanrlines, irespective of B. Varying the parameter B will effect whether Gaps 7 to t have

o/oTixg,net values above 2. The greatest number of gaps with o/orhr,ru. values above 2 occurs when

p is 0.25. At this B, nine gaps receive sufficient airflow. Increasing the value of B beyond 0.25

reduces the o/orng,n"¡ values for Gaps 1 to 9, but does not improv e ïhe o/otitr,n". values for Gaps

10 to 15.

Tlre Ig,max at each tower gap for Cases I, 5, 7 ,9, and 1 1 is shown in Figure 5-12. Aside from a

single gap frorn Case 5, when a gap has a o/o'rhs,net value above 2, the value for Tg,mu* will drop

below 60"C.
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Figure 5-lI: o/orits,net for all tower gaps (Cases 1 , 5, 7 , 9 , and II)
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Figure 5-12: Ts,ma* for all tower gaps (Cases 1, 5, 7 ,9, and Il)
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Plane P3 is defined as an x-z plane that is at x : I .8 8 [m] . Its location and the direction from

which contours will be viewed on the plane is shown in Figure 5-13.

2.30
P3 ----+

Figure 5-13: Top view of domain showing plane P3.

Dimensions are in meters.

The velocity of the airflow within the domain can be divided into components that are in the x-

direction (zr-velocity), y-direction (v-velocity), and z-direction (w-velocity). Since the gap planes

Pl and P2 are veftical, only velocity components that are perpendicular to these planes will enter

the gaps; on plane P1 only the v-velocity component will enter the gap and on plane P2 only the

u-velocity component will enter the gap.

Contours of the v-velocity component on plane P3 are shown in Figure 5-14 for Cases 1, 5, and

1 1. These contours will qualitatively show the shape that the air jet takes 0.1 [m] in front of the

tower. Where no contour is shown on plane P3, the lvl is below 0.02 lm/s]. The location of the

gap with the highest Torirg,net and the tower target location are indicated on the contours.

'When 
B is 0.06, the highest magnitude of lvl occurs below the tower. This indicates that when

the jet is aimed at a B of 0.06, a significant amount of the inlet airflow misses its intended target

I I contours on plane P3

h-f {- vieweci ùom this

ll z I' 
direction
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and flows beneath the tower. A contributing factor to this is that the airflow sinks because it is

colder than the surrounding air in that region of the domain. ln general, the farther the jet

travels, the more the trajectory of the air jet sinks below the jet target location. At p :0.06, the

tower Í.arget location and the gap with the highest %orilg,net both occur at Gap 1. The contour is

qualitatively shown to fully cover Gaps 1 to 5 and pafüally cover Gap 6; this corresponds to the

gaps tlrat have relatively low Ts,^u, values and relatively high o/oÍrrs,ner values.

For B:0.25, the highest lvl occurs at Gap 1 and below the tower. At this B, the corresponding

tower target location is Gap 4,but the gap with the highest o/oiyrg,net is located three gaps below

at Gap 1. The contour is qualitatively shown to cover more gaps relative to what was observed

whenB was 0.06 but the velocity has a weaker magnitude.

For B: 0.95 the cortesponding tower target location is Gap 15. However, the gap with the

Iriglrest O/oritg,net value is ten gaps lower at Gap 5. Despite aiming the air jet at the top of the

tower only the bottom gaps are covered by the contour. The contour is qualitatively shown to

lrave significantly reduced values of lvl relative to when B was 0.06 and 0.25.

The streamlines entering Gap 7 on plane Pl for Cases 1 and 5 are shown in Figures 5-15 and 5-

16, tespectively. For B:0.06 (case 1), the streamlines at GapT show the characteristics of type

3. Tlre values of o/ori"Ls,net and Ig,-"* at this gap are 0.9 and 80.7"C, respectively. IncreasingB

from 0.06 to 0.25 causes the streamlines at this gap to change to type 1, as shown in Figure 5-16.

The value of o/oTitg,ne¡ is increasedto 4.4 and Tg,max is reduced to 41.1'C. This demonstrates

lrow varying B can influence the interaction of the ventilation system with tlie tower gaps.
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Figure 5-14: Contours of lvl on plane P3 (Cases i, 5, and 11)
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Streamlines

entering and

exiting Gap 7

on Pl

Figure 5-15: Type 3 streamlines entering Gap 7 on plane P1 (Case 1)

Streamlines

exiting Gap 7 on

far side of P2

Streamlines

entering Gap

7 on Pl from
inlet

Figure 5-16: Type 1 streamlines entering Gap 7 on plane P1 (Case 5)
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5.2.2.2: The Effect of B for the Low Tower, Cases 2, 6,8,10, and 12

The o/orhs,n"¡ at each tower gap for Cases 2, 6,8,10, and 12 is shown in Figure 5-17. The jet

inlet angle was varied for these cases from 60o to 84o. There is a greater range ofjet angles that

will cover the low tower relative to the high tower cases. Irrespective of where the jet is aimed

on tlre tower, o/oTirg,net at the top four gaps is always below 2. Because the tower is closer to the

ground relative to the high tower cases, the distance from the inlet to the top of the tower is

reduced and the air jet will experience less velocity decay before it reaches these gaps. In

contrast to the high tower cases, at Gaps 10 and 11 the jet velocity can still be strong enough to

push airflow into the gaps. From Gaps 12 to 15 the jet velocity has decayed to the point where it

is not strong enough to push airflow into the gaps. WhenB is 0.25, Gaps 1 to 10 haveo/oli"Lg,net

valuesabove2. IncreasingBto0.5l causesthevalue of o/o:i"Ls,netatGaps !and,Ztodropbelow

2 but itraises it above 2 for Gap 1 1. Furlher increasing B beyondO.5l increases the number of

the bottorn gaps with o/orirg,ner values below 2; trp to four gaps when B is 0.95. Increasing B

beyond 0.51 does not improve the number of gaps covered at the top of the tower. The behavior

wlrere the jet misses the bottom gaps when B is at or above 0.51 is different from what was

observed for the high tower cases where the bottom gaps alwayshado/oritr,n". values above2.

The ?ng,max at each tower gap for Cases 2, 6, 8, 10, and 12 is shown in Figure 5-18. Similar to the

higlr tower cases, for a significant majority of the gaps, when o/oTils,net is below 2, Tr,^u* is

above 60'C.
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Figure 5-17: o/otitg,net for all tower gaps (Cases 2, 6,8, 10, and
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Figure 5-18: ?ng,ma* for all tower gaps (Cases2,6,8, 10, and 12)
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Tlre v-velocity contours on plane P3 are shown in Figure 5-19 for Cases 2,6, and 12. For p :

0.06, the highest value of lvl occurs in Gap 1 and below the tower. The size of the contour below

the tower is significantly smaller than what was observed for the equivalent high tower case. As

well, the range of lvl is significantly wider than the equivalent case in Figure 5-14. Similar to the

equivalent high tower case, the tower target location and the gap with the highest %orilg,net value

both.occur at Gap 1. The contour is qualitatively shown to cover Gaps 1 to 9; this corresponds

witlr the gaps that have relatively low Tg,^u* values and relatively high o/oyns,netvalues.

For B : 0.25, the highest value of lvl occurs at Gaps I to 2 and does not occur below the tower.

The gap with the highest o/o(ng,net is Gap 2; this is two gaps lower than the tower target location.

The contour is qualitatively shown to cover the same number of gaps that was observed when B

was 0.06 but overall the rnagnitude of lvl at the gaps has been increased.

For B: 0.95, the gap with the highest o/oyns,ner value occurs at Gap 8; this is seven gaps lower

than the tower target location. The contour plot indicates relatively lower values of lvl compared

to when B was 0.06 and 0.25. The bottom gaps are no longer fully covered by the contours. For

the low tower cases, the distance that the air jet sinks below the tower target location is smaller

relative to an equivalent high tower case.

The streamlines entering Gap 11 on plane Pl for Cases 6 and 10 are shown in Figures 5-20 and

5-21, r'espectively. When B is 0.25 (case 6), the streamlines at this gap show the characteristics

of type 3. The values of o/oTils,net and Ig;-u* at this gap are I.2 and 79.4"C, respectively.

Increasing B from 0.25 to 0.73 causes the streamlines at this gap to change to type 1. The value

of o/oTixg,n", increased to 2.4 and Tg,max is reduced to 51.5oC.
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Figure 5-19: Contours of lvl on plane P3 for Cases 2,6, and 12
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Figure 5-20: Type 3 streamlines entering Gap 11 on plane Pl (Case 6)
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Figure 5-21: Type I strearnlines entering Gap 11 onplane Pl (Case 10)
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5.2.2.32 Summary of the Effect of f for the Base Inlet Conditions

In the previous sections, a strong correlation was demonstrated between a gap having o/oTirg,net

values above 2 and having Tg,^^* values below 60"C. Plots of Tg,^^*vs. o/orhg,n"¡ are shown in

Figures 5-22 and,5-23 for the high tower and low tower, respectively. The figures are divided

into four quadrants.

Quadrant 1 (Q1):

Quadrant 2 (Q2):

Quadrant 3 (Q3):

Quadrant a (Qa):

(2 < o/orhs,net < 100) and (20'C <Tg,^u*< 60'C)

(2 < o/orhs,net < 100) and (60"C < fg,*"* < 100"C)

(0 < o/orhs,n"t < 2) and (60'C < Ig,-u* < 100'C)

(0 < o/oritg,n., < 2) and (20"C < Q,-"* < 60'C)

In Quadrant I the data points follow a clear trend where Tg,^u* increases exponentially with

decreasing o/oTilg,net. The dorninant mechanism of heat removal for these gaps is forced

convection. In Quadrant 3 the data points are significantly more scattered indicating that

o/ori'Lg,net is not the only factor affecting Tg,^^*. Fol the data points in quadrant 3, the airflow

entering a gap consists of relatively low velocity airflow from the inlet and airflow that is

circulating within the dornain due to temperature gradients. The primary means of cooling is

free convection in this quadrant. Out of 180 data points resulting from Cases I to 12 only one

data point is located in Quadrant 2 and three data points are located in Quadrant 4. These results

clearly confitm the rule of thumb that a minimum value of o/olirs,n"t : 2 is required for

maintaining IL,*u* below 60"C, irrespective of Ofor both the high and low towers.
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The summation of o/orixg,net for all tower gaps will be defined as l0/oTirg,net. The profile for

lo/orirs,net as B is varied for both the high tower and low tower is shown in Figure 5-24. For both

tower elevations, the highest lo/oTirs,net value occurs when B is 0.25, andlo/otitr,n". decreases as

B deviates from this position. When B is in the range from 0.06 to 0.25, lo/oritg,n"¡ is

significantly higher for the low tower relative to the high tower . As þ is increased beyond 0.25,

the difference between the high and low tower cases decreases until they are virtually the same

whenp is 0.95.

The average temperature of all tower gap surfaces will be defined as Tr,uu. The profile for I¡,"u

as B is varied for both the high tower and low tower is shown in Figure 5-25. For both tower

elevations, the lowest ?n,",, occurs when B is 0.25. This corresponds to the condition where the

higlrest lo/oTirg,net was obseled. The value of T.,uu increases aslo/orhg,n", decreases. The low

tower cases have a lower I,,".,, for all B values except for B :0.95. The greatest difference in I¡,u.,,

between the two tower elevations occurs when B is 0.06; this coresponds to the B with the

greatest difference inlo/oritg,n", between the two cases.

The maximum temperature for all tower surfaces will be dehned âs 4,-u*. The profile of 4,*u*

as / is varied for both the high and low towers are shown in Figure 5-26. The value of T.,-"* is

always above 60oC, irrespective of the value ofB. The high and low tower cases have similar

Ir,*u* values despite having different lo/orng,net and 7n,u.,, values. This result is because, for both

tower heights, at least one tower gap had o/orils,net below 2.
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Figure 5-25: Tr,u, vs. B (Cases I,2, and 5 to 12)
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Figure 5-26: Tr,^^* vs. É (Cases 1,2, and 5 to 12)

A sumrnary of the results for the base inlet conditions in provided in Table 5-2. When B is 0.25,

nine tower gaps have temperature values below 60"C, irrespective of the tower elevation. At this

þ, Tr,u, is slightly lower for the low tower. For both tower elevations it is not possible to have a

maximum temperature at all gaps below 60'C.

The prirnary differences in the ventilation systems for the high and low tower are:

o For the high tower, irrespective of the value of B the ventilation system will never

sufficiently cover Gaps 10 to 15. The bottom of the tower always receives sufficient

airflow.

. For the low tower, irrespective of the value of B the ventilation system will never

suffrciently cover Gaps 12 to 15. When the air jet is aimed low the top of the tower

receives insufficient airflow. If the air jet is aimed high, the bottom of the tower receives

insuff,rcient airflow.
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From the results of changing O for the original inlet configuration, the following observations

can be:

IIYIflr4Z, @ should be changed from the current value of 90' to about 80o-81o. This will

significantly improve the ventilation of the tower by increasing the number of gaps

cooled below 60'C from zero to nine. The value for I,,".,, will be reduced by about 17"C.

There wilt be relatively little change in I¡,-"" as B is varied.

In VH41, a modest improvement can be obtained by changing O from 60o to about 70o.

This does not increase the nurnber of gaps cooled below 60 'C but does reduce 2.,u.,, by

about 2'C. Similar toYH42, there is relatively little change in Ï¡,r'u* as / is varied.

Table 5-2: Summary of key results from Cases I to 12

oLase 
[deg]

I,,.nu*

Iac]
Tower Tlpe

No. of gaps

witlr ?ng,max > rr,u.,, [oc] lo/olilspet
60 [oc]

1 77.4

390
5 80.7

7 83.2

9 84.s

11 8s.4

High Tower

0.06

N/A
0.2s

0.51

0.73

0.95

94.9

87.4

86.9

87.4

86.3

87.8

9

15

6

7

7

7

33.7

i 1.0

55.9

41.8

32.7

27.0

49.9

58.7

4t.4
44.7

46.4

47.3

260
490
670
880
10 82.5

12 84

0.06

N/A
0.25

0.51

0.73

0.9s

Low Tower

93.8

87.8

85.0

87.5

84.9

89.4

6

15

6

6

7

8

4t.9
6r.6
39.7

43.7

44.5

48.9

89.2

5.8

94.3

50.5

39.r

27.4
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5.3: The Effect of Inlet Geometry

In the previous section, it was found that the current jet velocity is not strong enough to reach the

top of the tower. Due to the conservation of mass, decreasing the size of the inlet will

proportionately increase the jet velocity.

The following sections will present the results obtained by using different inlet geometries, with

the inlet port kept at the base location and a constant inlet mass flow rate. ln Sections 5.3.1 and

5.3.4, the size of the inlet will be varied with the tower elevation and jet impact location held

constant. In Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.3 the effect of varyingB for different inlet geometries

will be examined for the high and low towers.

5.3.1: The Effect of Varying Z* While Keeping Z, Constant for the High Tower, Cases 7,

17r27, and 31

Tlre size of the inlet port will be changed in the following section by varying L* and holding Z,

constant at the base length. The following results are for high tower with B : 0.51. The four

different inlet geometries that will be compared in this section are shown in Figure 5-27.
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Figure'5-27: Top view of inlet sizes. Dimensions shown in meters.

Tlre values for o/orhg,ne, and ?ng,*u* at each tower gap for case 7 , 17 , 27 , and 31 are shown in

Figures 5-28 and 5-29, rcspectively. As the inlet size is reduced, the value of o/orilg,netgenerally

increases at all tower gaps. When the inlet size is increased to inlet shape 1, only Gaps 1 to 6

have o/oritr,n", values above 2. When the inlet size is reduced to inlet shape 2, Gaps I to 13 have

o/oTi'Lg,netvalues above the threshold. This indicates that the jet velocity is now strong enough to

push airflow into these gaps. When the inlet size is reduced further to inlet shape 3, all of the

tower gaps have o/oTils,ner values above the threshold value. The jet velocity is now at a

nragnitude where it can reach the top of the tower. As previously shown, when o/otttr,n"t is

lrigher than2, Ts,^^* is normally below 60'C. Case 27 is the first case that has been presented to

lrave all fg,-"* values below 60'C. Examining the streamlines for Case 27 indicates that all gap

streamlines are type 1 (these results are not shown).
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Figure 5-29: Tg,ma* for all tower gaps (Cases 7 , 17,27 , and 3I)
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Contours of the v-velocity component on plane P3 are shown in Figure 5-30 for Cases 27 and37.

Tower target
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(a) L*:0.136 [m]
(Case 27)

(b) ¿" :0.681 [m]
(Case 31)

lul [m/s]

0.48 0.30 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.02

Figure 5-30: Contours of lvl on plane P3 for Cases 27 and 3I
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Reducing the size of the inlet from inlet shape 1 to inlet shape 3 is shown to significantly

increase the value of lvl. For Case 31, the gap with the highest o/oTi'Ls,net value is seven gaps

below the target location at Gap 1. For Case 27 , the gap with the highest o/orirg,net value is four

gaps below the target location at Gap 4. The zone of higli lvl is qualitatively shown to be narrow

in the ;r-direction and long in the z-direction. This coincides with the shape of the inlet which is

narrow in the x-direction and long in the y-direction

The profiles of lo/orhr,n"¡ and Tt,"r, as Z* is varied are shown in Figure 5-31. As the length of Z*

is decreased,lÙ/otitg,n", increases and T¡,u.,n decreases. A strong correlation is shown between the

average temperature of the tower and the amount of airflow penetrating the gaps. When the inlet

is reduced to 0.25 of the base size, lo/orirs,net is above 100; this trend is a result of airflow from

the ventilation system entering multiple gaps and air circulating into the gaps due to buoyancy

effects.

The profile for T¡,-u* as Z* is varied is shown in Figure 5-32. There is relatively no change in

Tr,^u* wlren the Z* is in the range of 0.681 [m] to 0.273 lm]. Once Z* is reduced to 0.136

lm],4,-"* decreases below 60'C.

A summary of the results for reducing the inlet size arc provided in Table 5-3. From the above

discussion it can be concluded that, for the high tower and a value B of 0.51, reducing the inlet

size will decrease Z¡,".,, and increase the number gaps with o/orhr,n". values above the tlueshold.

Once the inlet size is reduced to 25o/" of the base size, all tower gaps have Ts,^^* values below

60oC and o/oTilg,nervalues above 2.
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Table 5-3: Summary of key results from Cases 7 , 17 ,27 , and 3I

No. of gaps

Case Z. [rn] P Tower Type ?n,-"* [oC] with Tg,max lr,u.,, [oC] lo/oTirg,net
> 60 focl

7 0.545 87.4 7 44.7 41.8

17 0.273 86.5 2 3s.6 86.60.51 Hish Tower27 0.136 48.8 0 31.9 t28.4

31 0.681 86.9 9 s0.4 30.4

5.3.2: The Effect of B for Inlet Shape 3, Cases 23 to 30

The following section will discuss the effect of varying / for inlet shape 3. The results from the

higli and low towers will be presented separately and the section will be concluded with a

comparison between the two tower elevations.

5.3.2.1: The Effect of f for the High Tower, Cases 23,25,27, and29

The profiles of o/oTils,net and lg,max at all tower gap are shown in Figures 5-33 and 5-34,

respectively for Cases 23,25,27, and 29. When / is 0.06, Gaps 14 and 15 have o/oritr,n., values

below 2. For all other values of B, all tower gaps experience o/oritr,,r., values above 2, except

Gap 15 at þ:0.95. Increasing B beyond 0.25 lowers o/oTirs,netfor the f,rrst six gaps but does not

significantly change o/oTi'Ls,net for the top nine gaps. The only case that has maximum gap

temperatures above 60'C is when B is 0.06.
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Figure 5-33: o/otits,net for all tower gaps (Cases 23,25,27 , and29)
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Figure 5-34: Ts,ma* for all tower gaps (Case 23,25,27 , and 29)
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5.3.2.2: The Effect of p for the Low Tower, Cases 24,26,28, and 30

The profiles of o/orhr,n"¡ and Tg,^u* at all tower gaps are shown in Figures 5-35 and 5-36,

respectively for Cases 24,26,28, and 30. When B is in the range of 0.06 to 0.25, o/oritr,n"tis

high for the bottom gaps and low for the top gaps. WhenB is in the range of 0.5i to 0.95,

o/ori"Ls,net is low for the bottorn gaps and high for the top tower gaps. There is no value of B for

the low tower cases where the jet covers the entire tower. This is in contrast to what was

observed for the high tower cases. Since I is lower, relative to the high tower cases, the airflow

is localized to where it was airned on the tower and is not spread out like was seen with the high

tower cases. When o/oTìlg,netis above 2,Tg,^^* is reduced below 60oC.
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Figure 5-35: o/orÌts,net for all tower gaps (Cases 24,26,28, and 30)
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Figure 5-36: Ts,ma*for all tower gaps (Cases24,26,28, and30)

5.3.2.32 Summary of the Effect of P for Inlet Shape 3

Tlre prolrle of lo/orhg,n"t as þ is varied for both the high and low towers is shown in Figure 5-37.

The low tower cases have higher lo/ori'Ls,net forp values in the range of 0.06 to 0.51, and the

lrigh tower has a slightly higher lo/otìLg,net value when B is 0.95. The maximùm lo/olirs,net

occurs at a B of 0.25 for both tower elevations. This is the same B that was observed for the

cases where the inlet was the base size.

The profile of Tt,",, as B is varied for both the high and low towers is shown in Figure 5-38. The

high tower has lower values of Tt,"u relative to the low tower for all B values. This is in contrast

to what was observed with the base inlet size where the low tower had lower values of ?n¡,".,r, and

is in contrast to what would be expected considering that most of the low tower cases have

f
,Ep

--à-ã 6rt
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lriglrer values for lVorirg,net. For the low tower cases, certain gaps received excessively liigh

amounts of airflow, while other tower gaps were starved for airflow. For the high tower cases,

the tower gaps received less airflow but the airflow was spread out over the entire tower.

The profile of Tr,-"* as B is varied for both the high and low towers is shown in Figure 5-39. For

the low tower cases, since the jet always provides inadequate airflow to some tower gaps, Tt,max

is always relatively high. For the high tower cases, aside from when B is 0.06, Tr,^u* is below

60"c.
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Figure 5-37: \o/orit',net vs. B (Cases 23 to 30)
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A summary of the results from the cases in this section are provided in Table 5-4. The following

observation can be made regarding the two tower elevation conditions when a shape 3 inlet is

implernented:

At this inlet size, the high tower has a significant advantage over the low tower.

There is no value ofl where the low tower will be completely cooled below 60'C.

Table 5-4: Summary of key results from Cases 23 to 30

O No. of gaps
case t¿.gl þ Tower Type rr,*"* [oc] with rg,max rr,u,, [oC] lo/o'rhg,net

> 60 [oc]
23 77.4 0.06

25 80.7 0.25

27 83.z 0.51 High rower

29 85.4 0.9s

74.9 2

5L7 0

48.8 0

52.s 0

34.4

31.3

31.9

)),L

139.0

152.0

r28.4

99.4
24 60 0.06 94.4 6

26 70 0.2s 8s.3 2
28 go 0.51 Low rower 64.6 2

30 84 0.9s 76.9 4

4L6
34.r

34.2

38.6

138.7

219.7

154.8

88.2
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5.3.3: The Effect of p for Inlet Shape 2, Cases 13 to 22

The following sections will discuss the effect of varying B has when the inlet geometry is inlet

shape 2. The results from the high and low towers will be presented separately and the section

will be concluded with a comparison between the two tower elevations.

5.3.3.1: The Effect of p for the High Tower, Cases 13, 15, 17, 19, and,2l

Tlre profiles for o/orhr,n.¡ and Tg,^u* at all tower gaps are shown in Figures 5-40 and 5-41,

respectively, for Cases 13, 15, 17,lg, and,2L For B:0.O6,Gaps I to 10 have o/oTirs,netvalues

above 2. IncreasingBto 0.25 raises o/oTirs,netabove 2 atGap 11. For þ:0.51 to 0.95, Gaps 1 to

13 lrave o/o'tirs,ner values above2. Irrespective of where the jet is aimed on the tower, Gaps 14

and 15 never received sufficient airflow. At those gaps, the jet velocity has decayed to a level

where it is not strong enough to sufficiently push airflow into these two gaps. Increasing B

beyond 0.51 decreases o/oritr,n"¡ for the bottom gaps but does not improve it for the top gaps.

The 50% inlet size is a significant improvement over the base inlet size, where Gaps 10 to i5

never received adequate airflow. When o/oTilg,net is above 2,Tg,^^* is reduced below 60'C.
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Figure 5-40: o/oms,net for all tower gaps (Cases 13, 15, 17,19, and2I)
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Figure 5-4I: Ts,ma* for all tower gaps (Cases 13, 15, 17,19, and2l)
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5.3.3.2: The Effect of l) for the Low Tower, Cases 14r 16,18,20, and,22

Tlre profiles of o/oritr,n.¡ and Ts,^u* at all tower gaps are shown in Figures 5-42 and 5-43,

respectively, for Cases 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22. When B is in the range of 0.06 to 0.25, o/orhg,n"t is

above 2 for the bottom 9-I2 gaps and is below 2 for the top 3-6 gaps. When B is in the range of

0.73 to 0.95, %omt,,.¡ is below 2 for the bottom 3-5 gaps and is above 2 for the top 10- 12 gaps.

When B is set at 0.5 1 there is insufficient airflow at Gaps I , 2, and 1 5, but sufficient airflow from

Gaps 3 fo 14. For the low tower cases the jet velocity is strong enough to reach to top tower gaps

but there is no B where the jet covers every gap. This is similar to what was observed for the low

tower cases with the 25o/o inlet size. When o/oTng,net is above 2, Tg,^^* is reduced below 60'C.

o/oTilg,net

22

20

18

r6

t4

T2
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8

6

4

2

0

--E- B: o'06

_o- þ: o'25

B:0.s1

-x- $: o'73

--A- B: o'95

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 1tI2I3 I4t5
Gap

\'
\40
o

1, o/orig,net 34

Figure 5-42: o/orits,net for all tower gaps (Cases 14, 16, 18,20, and22)
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Figure 5-43: Tg,ma* for all tower gaps (Cases 14, 16, i.8,20, and22)

5.3.3.3: Summary of the Effect of p for Inlet Shape 2

Tlre profile of lo/oritg,nut as lJ is varied for both the high and low towers is shown in Figure 5-44.

For both tower elevations, the highest value of lo/oritg,ner occurs at p: g.25. This location is

consistent with what was observed for the previous cases. The low tower cases have higher

values of lo/orhs,n". relative to the high tower for all B values. The difference in lo/o1irg,net

between the two tower heights decreases as / increases.

The prof,rle of ?n¡,av as B is varied for both the high and low towers is shown in Figure 5-45. For

botlr tower elevations, the lowest value of lt,u.,occurs at þ:0.51 and at this condition, there is

relatively no difference between the two towers. This is a different location from where the
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highest lo/onrg,net value was observed and is inconsistent with what was observed in the

previous cases.

The profile for ?n,-u* as B is varied for both the high and low towers is shown in Figure 5-46.

Irrespective of the tower elevation and for all values of B,Tr,^^*is above 60 'C. This is a result

of the air jet always providing insuff,rcient airflow to some gaps irespective of B or tower

elevation. The low tower cases have slightly lower values for I¡,-u* relative to the high tower

cases.

160

t40

r20

lo/orirg,net *low tower

-O-high tower
100

40

0.80.60.40.2

p

Figure 5-44: lo/oritB,net VS. B (Cases 13 to 22)
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Figure 5-45: T'uu vs. B (Cases 13 to 22)
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Figure 5-46: Tr,^^* vs./ (Cases 13 to 22)
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A sutnmary of the results for the cases with inlet shape 2 arc provided in Table 5-5. For both

tower heights, the most advantageous results occurred when the jet was aimed at a B of 0.51. At

this B, thirleen gaps were cooled below 60 'C. For both height conditions, complete tower

coverage couid not be achieved, but for different reasons.

. For the high tower cases, the jet velocity is not strong enough to reach the top of the

tower.

o For the low tower cases, the jet velocity can reach the top tower gaps, but the jet cannot

be angled to cover the entire tower.

Table 5-5: Summary of key results fi'om Cases 13 to 22

No. of gaps

case fa?el P Tower Type rr,,nr* locl with Ç"" rr,u,, [oc] lo/o'tirs,net
> 60 [oc]

13 77.4 0.06

15 80.7 0.25

17 83.2 0.51 High Tower 86.5 2

79 84.5 0.73

21 8s.4 0.95

87.0 5

93.1 4

82.r 2

86.7 2

40.4

39.s

35.6

36.8

38.0

9t.2

94.5

86.6

7r.2
61.2

14 60 0.06

16 70 0.25

82.5 6

90.2 4

78.6 3

82.8 4

40.4

37.3

35.2

38.2

4T.I

r39.6

t47.8

97.5

79.0

63.0

18 80 0.51 Low Tower 74.7 2

20 82.s 0.73

22 84 0.9s
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5.3.4: The Effect of Different Inlet Shapes, Cases 32 to 35

In this section, inlets with different geometries will be compared for the high tower with P :

0.51. In Figure 5-47 , The size of the inlet is decreased by varying both Z* and Lr. In Figure 5-48

the size of the inlet is reduced by varying Z, while holding Z* constant at the base length.

Case 34

llli| ï'L t--1"
l---q,isl-:-l.r | ¿ |

1\
Inlet shape 4 (0.5 size)

Case 32

ttI o.z+ '

ln,u,u *t]jln'1\
Inlet shape 6 (0.5 size)

Case 33

I---------- ---------r

I n', iI *ïr l-1,
[___0,¡4_r____[ I ,. I1\

Inlet shape I (0.25 size)

Case 35

-------------l
I
I
I
I

0.273 -,tn"
Inlet shape 5 (0.25 size)

Figure 5-47: Top view of domain showing the inlet geometries that will be compared when

both the width L* and length L, are varied (Cases 34 and 35). Dimensions are in meters.

Figure 5-48: Top view of domain showing the inlet geometries that will be compared when

botlr the width L* and length L" are varied (Cases 32 and 33). Dimensions are in meters.
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The profiles of o/oritr,n.¡ and Ts,^u* at all tower gaps are shown in Figures 5-49 and, 5-50,

respectively, for inlet shape 3,5, and7. All these shapes correspond to a0.25 inlet size. Only

when tlre inlet shape 3 is utilized do all of the gaps receive o/oTixg,netvalues above the threshold

value of 2. For inlet shapes 5 and 71, o/ori.Lg,netdrops below 2 at thetop tower gaps. When

o/oTi'Lg,net is above 2,Tg,max is reduced below 60'C.

Tlie prof,rles of o/orhr,¡s¡ ând Ts,^u* at all tower gaps are shown in Figures 5-51 and, 5-52,

respectively,forinletshapes2,4,and6. Alltheseshapescorrespondtoa0.5inletsize. Forall

tlrree cases,o/oTirg,ner drops below 2 atGap 14 and 15. There is relatively little difference in the

profiles for all inlet shape. When o/orixs,netis above 2,Ts,^u*is reduced below 60'C.

o/oTi'Lg,ner

76

t4

T2

r0

8

6

4

2

0

-E- Inlet shape 3

--â- Inlet shape 5

-€- Inlet shape 7

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 lltzl3r4ls
Gap

Figure 5-49: o/oritg,net fur all tower gaps (Cases27,33, and 35)
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Figure 5-50: lg,ma* for all tower gaps (Cases 27 ,33, and 35)
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Figure 5-5I: o/otitg,.,et for all tower gaps (Cases T7,32, and 34)
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Figure 5-52: Ts,ma, vs. for all tower gaps (Cases 17 ,32, and 34)

The results from this section are summarized in Table 5-6. It can be concluded that when the

inlet size is reduced to 0.5 of the base size, the aspect ratio of the inlet will not be a factor in the

cooling effectiveness. If the inlet is reduced to 0.25 of the base size, the aspect ratio of the inlet

will have an effect on the ventilation of the tower. In general when the inlet area is relatively

small, it should be designed to be as wide as possible in they-direction.

Table 5-6: Summary of key results from Cases 32 to 35

No. of gaps

case z, [*] z* [m] Ir,*"* ["c] with Tg,max 4,", ["c] lo/o\ils,ner
> 60 [oc]

32 0.385 0.339
33 0.12 0.273

80.1

94.2

2

4

35.7

39.6

82.5

87.4

34 0.24 0.545
35 0.r2 0.545

79.3

77.9

35.8

3s.3

70.\
96.8

2

2

r02
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5.3.5: Summary of the Effect of Inlet Geometry

It was shown in Section 5.3.1 that there is a trend whereby decreasing the inlet size, increases

o/oTits,ner and decreases fi,uu. hr Section 5.3.4, the aspect ratio of the inlet was found to have a

minor effect on the effectiveness of the tower ventilation when the inlet was 0.5 of the base inlet

size. The aspect ratio was found to be a significant factor in the tower ventilation when the inlet

area u/as 0.25 of the base inlet area. At this size it was advantageous for the inlet to be longer in

the y-direction than in the x-direction. A comparison of the effect of inlet shape for lo/orirg,net,

T¡,^u, and lt,-r* as B is varied for the high and low towers can be found in Appendix C.

The following observations can be made regarding the inlet geometry for the high tower cases:

Reducing the inlet size will in general improve the ventilation by increasing the number

of gaps with o/oritr,n"¡ values above 2. When an inlet shape 3 (0.25 size) was

inrplemented along with a B value at or above 0.25, all tower gaps had o/oils,net values

above2.

Wlren an inlet shape 2 (0.5 size) was irnplemented, the jet velocity was not strong enough

to sufficiently push airflow into Gaps 14 and 15.

For all inlet sizes, the bottom gaps always received sufficient airflow, irrespective of the

value of B.

The following observations can be made regarding the inlet geometry for the low tower cases:

o For the low tower, reducing the inlet size from the base inlet size to inlet shape 2 (0.5

size) improved the tower ventilation.
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Reducing the inlet from shape 2 (0.5 size) tci shape 3 (0.25 size) had a minimal effect on

improving the ventilation. For both of these inlet sizes, the jet velocity was strong

enough to sufficiently push airflow into the top tower gaps, and for both inlet sizes a

minimum of two tower gaps had Tg,^^* values above 60"C.

For all inlet sizes, the jet could not be angled in a way that can supply all of the gaps

sufficient airflow. In general, when the jet was aimed low the top gaps received

insufficient airflow and when the jet was aimed high the bottom gaps received

insufficient airflow.

5.4: The Effect of Inlet Location

This section presents the results from cases where the location of the inlet was changed by

varying the parameter Pr. ln Section 5.4.I,the inlet location was moved closer to the tower. In

tlrese cases, a higher O was required for the same B on the tower. In Section 5.4.2, the inlet was

moved farther away from the tower. In these cases, a lower 9was required for the same B on the

tower.

5.4.1: The Effect of Moving the Inlet Closer to the Tower: Cases 45-48

In a previous section, it was shown that when an inlet shape 3 was utilized on the high tower

along with a P > 0.25, all tower gaps were cooled below 60'C. The same ventilation results

could not be duplicated for the low tower. A contributing factor to the better cooling obserued

for the high tower was that 6 was higher, allowing the jet to flow upward along the tower and

spread the airflow over more gaps. The jet angle for the low tower required to hit the equivalent

location on the tower was smaller, causing the airflow to be localized. In this section, for the low

tower only, the j et will be aimed at a B : 0.51 and the inlet will be moved closer to the tower,
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causing the inlet jet angle to increase from 80o to 83.2". This new angle corresponds to the angle

from a high tower case that sufficiently cooled all tower gaps. The jet target path for the low

tower with the inlet closer to the tower and base location is shown in Figure 5-53.

7.98

I
2.68

Base inlet location for Cases 8, 18, and28 (b) Close

Figure 5-53: Side view showing the jet target path for the base and
close inlet locations. Dimensions are in meters.

The profiles of o/orhr,nu¡ and Tg,^u* at all tower gaps are shown in Figures 5-54 and. 5-55,

respectivelY, for Cases 8 and 46. The inlet size studied in these cases is the base inlet size.

Moving tlre inlet closer to the tower reduces the maximumo/ori'Lg,n". value. This is a result of the

2.39

inlet location for Cases 46 to 48(a)
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higher jet angle reducing the v-component of the velocity. Although the maximum o/oTirs,net

value is reduced, the airflow is spread out over more gaps and the bottom two gaps now have

o/oTìrg,net values above the threshold. This increases the number of gaps with Zg,-"* values

below 60'C from nine to eleven. From Gaps 12to 15,Ts,^^* is reduced but is still above 60'C.
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VoTilg,ner 5

4
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4,n,'*locl 60
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I 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 101rr2r3t4l5
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Figure 5-54: o/oms,net for all tower gaps (Cases 8 and 46)

-E- Case 8

-O- Case 46

--El- Case 8

-O- Case 46

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10trr2l3t4I5
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Figure 5-55: Zg,ma* for all tower gaps (Cases 8 and 46)
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Tlre profiles of o/orng,n, and Ts,^u*at all tower gaps are shown in Figures 5-56 and 5-57,

respectively, for Cases 18 and 47. The inlet geometry for these cases is shape 2 (0.5 inlet size).

Moving the inlet closer to the tower reduced the rnaximumo/orhs,n", value, but the airflow is

now spread out over the entire tower and the value of o/orirg,net is above 2 lor all tower gaps.

This is the first low-tower case where all gaps have ?ng,*u* values that are below 60"C. And this

is tlre first case for both tower elevations where a shape 2 inlet could sufficiently cool all fifteen

tower gaps.

The streamlines entering all tower gaps show the characteristics of type 1 when the inlet is close

to the tower and the inlet area is 0.5 the base size. The type 1 streamlines entering Gap 15 for

Case 46 are shown in Figure 5-58. For Case 46 at Gap 15, the values of o/olirg,net and fs,max are

5.2 and 42.I"C, respectively. Wren tlie inlet is at the base location, the streamlines at Gap 15

show the characteristics of type 2. The type 2 streamlines entering Gap 15 for Case 18 are

shown in Figure 5-59. The jet velocity is no longer strong enough to completely push airflow

into this gap. For Case 18 at Gap 15, the values of o/olirs,n", and Tg,-u* are 1.3 and 73.8oC,

respectively. This demonstrates how changing the inlet location can influence the interaction of

the ventilation systern with the tower gaps.

Comparisons between the base inlet location and the close inlet location in terms of the profiles

of lo/otitr,net, Tt,av, and I¡,*u* at various L* are shown in Figures 5-60, 5-61 and, 5-62,

respectively. Moving the inlet closer to the tower had relatively no effect on lo/ornr,n". for all

Z*. Moving the inlet closer to the tower lowered the values of lt,"r, and I,,-r* for all values of L*.
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With the close inlet location, It,rnu* < 60'C was achieved at L*: 0.136 [m] (0.25 inlet) and 0.273

[m] (0.s inlet).

I4
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10

o/oTixg,net 8

6

4

2

0

4,,ro"loC]

-E- Case 18

--A- Case 47

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 r2t314r5

Gap

Figure 5-56: o/orìts,net for all tower gaps (Cases 18 and 47)
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Figure 5-57: Ts,ma" for all tower gaps (Cases 18 and 47)
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Streamlines
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ofP2
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entering Gap

15 from inlet

Figure 5-58: Type I streamlines entering Gap i5 on plane p1 (case 47)

Strearnlines

entering Gap

15 from inlet

Figure 5-59: Type 2 streamlines entering Gap 15 on plane p1 (case 1g)
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Figure 5-60: lo/orit*,net vs. Z* (Cases 8, 18,28, and46 to 48)
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Figure 5-61: I,,u.,, vs. Z* (Cases 8, 18, 28, and 46 to 48)
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Figure 5-62: Tt,^u* vs. Z* (Cases 8, 18, 28, and 46 to 48)

The results fiom this section are summarizedin Table 5-7. It can be concluded that for the low

towet, moving the inlet closer to the tower will be beneficial to the ventilation system. It was

observed that all tower gaps were cooled below 60"C with a 0.5 size inlet. For the 0.25 size inlet

I,,-"* was 60.4oC wliich is very close to the criterion of 60'C. Similar results carurot be

duplicated for the high tower using that inlet size. The reason that a 0.5 inlet will not completely

cool the high tower is that the jet velocity will always decay below an effective level by the tirne

it reaches the top gaps. Since the low tower is closer to the ground, the airflow fiom a O.S-size

inlet has the potential of reaching the top of the tower at a velocity strong enough to push air into

the top gaps.

Glow tower,
close location

-fl-low tower,
base location

50

0.60.50.40.30.20.1
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Table 5-7: Summary of key results from Cases 8, 18, 28, and 46 to 48

case z_ lrnl 
ra3el

No. of gaps
p*,i [m] rr,*"* loc] with Tg,max ?","\, [oc] lo/o"tixg,net

> 60 locl
46 0.545

47 0.273 83.2" 0.51

48 0.136

2.68

77.4

s8.7

60.4

40.4

JJ.J

33.s

47.8

r06.7

158.3

4

0

1

8

18

28

0.545

0.273

0.1 36

800 0.51 2.39

87.5

74.7

64.6

6

2

2

43.7

35.2

34.2

50.s

97.5

154.8

5.4.2: The Effect of / when the Inlet is Far Away from the Tower, Cases 36 to 45

Tlris section discusses the effect of B on tower cooling when the inlet is farther away from the

tower and the inlet is shape 3 (0.25-size inlet). The results from the high and low towers will be

presented separately and the section will be concluded with a comparison between the results at

the base inlet location and the far inlet location. Moving the inlet farther away from the tower

while keeping B the same results in a lower 9. The airflow is now required to travel a greater

distance to reach the tower, which causes more decay in the jet velocity. A top view of the inlet

geometry and inlet location used in this section is shown in Figure 5-63.

3.4r

Figure 5-63: Top view of domain showing the inlet geometry
and location for Cases 36 to 45. Dimensions are in rneters.
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5.4.2.1: The Effect of þ for the High Tower, Cases 36, 38, 40,42, and 44

The jet inlet angle for the high tower cases in this section is varied from 68o to 81.6o. The

profiles for o/oTilg,netand Ts,^^* at all tower gaps for Cases 36,38, 40, 42, and 44 are shown in

Figures 5-64 and 5-65, respectively. Whenp is in the range of 0.06 to 0.51, airflow does not

signifrcantly penetrate the top three tower gaps. 'When 
B is in the range of 0.73 to 0.95, airflow

does not significantly penetrate the bottom gap. These are the first high tower cases where the

bottom gap is missed by the jet. For all values of /, Gaps 14 and 15 will not receive adequate

airflow. The increased distance between the inlet and the tower is sufficient to decay the jet

velocity to the point where the airflow cannot penetrate Gaps 14 and 15. In contrast to the cases

where the inlet is at the base location, there is no value for B where all of the tower gaps will

receive sufficient airflow. When o/oTirg,net is above 2,Ts,^u* is reduced below 60oC.

o/oTirg,net

--E- B:0.06
-o- P 

: o'25

-g- P: o'51

-x- P 
:0.73

--A- B 
: o'95

I 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 910 1rr2I3 1,4rs

Gap

Figure 5-64: o/oms,net for all tower gaps (Cases 36, 38, 40,42, and 44)
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Figure 5-65: ?'g,-r* for all tower gaps (Cases 36, 38, 40,42, and 44)

5.4.2.2: The Effect of p for the Low Tower, Cases 37, 39, 41, 43, and 45

The jet inlet angle for the low tower cases in this section ranged fuom 43.7o to 79.3". The

profiles for o/oTitg,ne. and ?ng,-"*al all tower gaps for Cases 37,39,41,43, and 45 are shown in

Figures 5-66 and 5-67, respectively. When B is in the range of 0.06 to 0.25, airflow does not

significantly penetrate the top three tower gaps. If B is in the range of 0.51 to 0.95, airflow does

not significantly penetrate the bottom three tower gaps. There is no value of B where all of the

tower gaps receive adequate airflow; this is similar to what was observed when the inlet was at

tlre base location. When o/oTits,net is above 2, Tg,^^* is reduced below 60'C.

-El* B:0.06

-o- þ: o'25

*-e- B: o'51

-x- P 
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Figure 5-66: o/orits,net for all tower gaps (Case s 37 , 39 , 4l , 43 , and 45)
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Figure 5-67 : Tg,ma* for all tower gaps (Case s 37 , 39 , 4I , 43 , and 45)
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5.4.2.3: Summary of the Effect of Moving the Inlet Away from the Tower

A comparison of the effect of B on the high tower base inlet location (Cases T, 5, 7 ,9, and 1 1)

and tlre high tower far inlet location (Cases 36, 38, 40, 42, and 44) is presented for lo/o7ixs,net,

T¡,ur, and T,,-u* in Figures 5-68,5-69, and 5-70, respectively. Moving the inlet away from the

tower has a relatively small effect on lo/oTirs,net. The highest lo/o'tirg,ne¡ value for both inlet

locations occurs at þ : 9.2t. For all values of B, Tr,uu, and Z¡,-"* increase when the inlet is

moved farther away. From the above discussion the following observation can be made for the

high tower:

o There is no benefit in moving the inlet farther away from the tower when the tower is

elevated high above the ground. Since g is lower, the airflow is localized on the tower

and there is more decay in the jet velocity since the inlet is farther from the tower.

180

i60

lo/o\irg,net
140

r20

100

80

{-base location

{-far location

0.80.60.40.2

p

Figure 5-68: 2o4o¡s,net vs. B (Cases 1, 5, 7, 9, 1,I,36, 38, 40, 42, and 44)
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Figure 5-69: Tr,uuvs. / (Cases 1, 5, 7, 9, ll, 36, 38, 40, 42, and 44)
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Figure 5-70: Tr,^u* vs. / (Cases 1, 5, 7, 9, Il, 36, 38, 40, 42, and 44)
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A comparison of the effect of p on the low tower base inlet location (Cases 2, 6, 8, L0, and 12)

and tlre low tower far inlet location (Cases 39, 4I, 43, 44, and 47) is presented for lo/oTitg,net,

T¡,uu, and Tr,^u* in Figures 5-71, 5-J2, and 5-73, respectively. L-respective of the value of B,

there is relatively little change in lVoms,net between the two inlet locations. The highest

lo/orirs,net. for both inlet locations occurs at B:0.25.

Moving the inlet farther away from the tower slightly increases Tr,^u for all B values.

of Ir,,''"* are slightly higher for the base inlet location for B in the range of 0.06 to

values in the range of 0.51 to 0.95, the base inlet location has slightly lower values

From the above discussion the following observation can be made for the low tower:

. Sirnilar to the high tower cases, for the low tower there is no benefit to the

system when the inlet is moved farther away from the tower.

The results from this section are summarized in Table 5-8.

Table 5-8: Summary of key results from Cases 36 to 45

e No. of gaps

case t¿ígl P Tower Type ?'r,-"* [oc] with rg,-"* rr,u.,, [oc] lo/otirg,net
> 60 [oc]

The values

0.25; for B

for ?na,-u*.

ventilation

36 68.0 0.06

38 73.6 0.25

40 77.9 0.5i High Tower 67.2 3

42 80. i 013
44 81.6 0.95

89.4 4

92.2 2

68.6 3

74.5 3

39.1

35.1

35.2

36.4

36.9

r49.3

168.5

r22.4

101.1

84.8

37 43.7 0.06

39 62.0 0.2s

41 72.3 0.51 Low Tower 78.3 2

43 76.6 0.73

4s 79.3 0.95

89.6 8

82.5 2

84.8 4

87.r 5

42.9

35.3

3s.0

39.t

4t.I

212.0

226.8

t67.1

T12.3

83.2
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Figure 5 -7 I : lo/orit',net vs. B (Cases 2, 6, 8, I0, 12, 37, 39, 4I, 43, and 45)
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Figure 5-72: Tr,^u vs. B (Cases 2,6,8, 10, 12,37,39,4I, 43, and 45)
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Figure 5-73: T¡,^^x vs. þ(Cases 2, 6, 8, I0, 72, 37, 39, 4I, 43,and 45)

5.5: Correlation Between Zg,max and]/ohg,net

It has been obseled that in many cases there is a notable pattern of dependence between e,-"*

and o/orhg,n"¡. For o/oTi'Lg,net < 2, Ts,maxwas above 60oC and had a weak dependence on o/oTirg,net.

For o/orhs,n"t) 2, Q,-"* was below 60"C in the vast majority of cases and there was a clear trend

of decreasinlTg,mu* with increasing O/omg,net. This trend is shown in Figure 5-74 with all data

points for which o/orirg,net) 2, cortesponding to high and low towers, for all values ofp, all inlet

locations, and all inlet geometries.
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Figure 5-74: Tg,ma*vs. o/oritr,n". (all cases with o/ontg,nú> 2)
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEI\DATIOI\S

6.1: Conclusions

The ventilation cooling of DC/AC converter towers was numerically investigated in this thesis.

The commercial CFD code, ANSYS CFX-I1 was utilized to solve the governing equations. It

was detennined that the effectiveness of a ventilation design can be influenced by parameters,

such as: the location of the inlet, inlet geometry, and the location on the tower that the jet is

aimed at. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of tlie present work:

o It was found that varying B can significantly affect the tower ventilation. The highest

lo/oTilg,net occurred at þ:0.25 and changing B from this value reduced Zo/oritg,n"¡. This

trend was valid for all cases tested. In a rnajority of the cases, it was found that the

highest lo/oTirg,net value resulted in the lowest value for ï¡,".,r. 'When 
the inlet was shape

2 (0.5 size) and positioned at the base location, the lowest value for T¡,u,, occurred when p

: 0.51. These trends were obseled for both the high and low towers.

o The value of o/orirs,ne, was found to affect the value of lg,mux. For a significant majority

of tlre cases simulated, when o/oli'Lg,net was above a threshold value of 2, e,-"* was

reduced below 60oC. The streamlines entering a gap with a value of o/oTi.Lg,net above 2

were found to completely penetrate the gap. When o/oTilg,net dropped below the

threshold value of 2, Ts,max increased above 60oC. The streamlines entering a gap with a

value of o/otilg,ne¡ below 2 were found to only partially penetrate a gap. These trends

were found to be valid for both the high and low towers.
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o It was found that in general, reducing the size of the inlet increased lo/orit',net âod

reduced T¡,u,r. When the inlet was reduced to half of the base inlet size, it was found that

the inlet aspect ratio did not influence the ventilation. When the inlet size was further

reduced to a quafter of the base size, it was determined that the inlet aspect ratio did

affect the ventilation.

When the base inlet conditions were simulated, it was found that for the high tower,

irrespective of the value of B, Gaps 10 to 15 never received suff,icient airflow. For the

low tower, irrespective of the value ofB, Gaps 12 to 15 never received sufficient airflow.

These trends are the result of velocity decay in the jet. Since the low tower is closer to

the ground, the jet experiences less velocity decay reaching the top tower gaps, relative to

the liigh tower. It was found that for the high tower, the bottom tower gaps always

received sufficient airflow frorn the jet. For the low tower, when the jet was aimed high

the bottom gaps were missed by the jet.

'Wlren the inlet was kept at the base location and its size was reduced to shape 2 (0.5

size), it was found that for the high tower, dire to velocity decay in the jet, Gaps 13 to 15

never received sufficient airflow. For the low tower, the jet with inlet shape 2 can reach

the top tower gaps. However, when the jet was aimed low the top gaps were missed and

when the jet was aimed high, the bottom gaps were missed.

. 'When the inlet was kept at the base location and its size was fuilher reduced to shape 3

(0.25 size), it was found that for the high tower, when B was at or above 0.25, all tower

gaps received sufficient airflow. The same results could not be duplicated for the low
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tower. For the low tower, reducing the inlet size to shape 3 gave minimal improvement

to the ventilation, relative to shape 2.

For the low tower only, the inlet was moved closer to the tower and it was found that this

irnproved the ventilation of the tower. At the close inlet location, it was found that shape

2 inlet (0.5 size) or shape 3 inlet (0.25 size) could sufficiently cool the entire tower.

'Wren the location of the inlet was moved away from the tower, it was found that this

reduced the effectiveness of tower cooling for both the higli and low towers.

6.2: Recommendations

In this section, recommendations will be made regarding modification to the air ventilation

system in VH41 andY$4Z.

If no modifications are made to the size and location of the inlet, the following recommendation

can be made regarding the angle of the inlet jet:

. For both valve halls, B should be set at 0.25 . This corresponds to a O of about 70o and

81o for VH41 andYH42, respectively. For both valve halls, Gaps 10 to 15 will receive

insuff,rcient airflow from the ventilation system and the temperatures within those gaps

will be elevated. However, the aforementioned values of 0 will be the best possible

values for the current size and location of the inlets
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If modifications are made to the size and location of the inlet, the following recom.mendations

can be made:

. For VH41, the inlet should be moved closer to the tower (Pv:2.39 lm]), the inlet size

should be reduced to half of the base size (shape 2), and d should be about 83'. This will

result in all gaps receiving sufficient airflow, and Tg,-u* < 60"C for all gaps.

. For VH42, the inlet should be kept at the base location, the inlet size should be reduced to

quarler of the base size (shape 3), and I should be about 81o. This will result in all gaps

receiving sufficient airflow, and Zg,*u* < 60'C for all gaps'

It is understood that the engineering implications (e.g. the power requirement of the

ventilation system fan) of these recommendations will be taken into consideration.
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Appendix A: Computational Meshes

APPENDIX A: COMPUTATIOI\AL MESHES

This appendix contains front, side, and bottom views of the inner and outer medium meshes used

for tlre domains in VH41 andYH4Z.

:ii.-':l

(a) Bottom view

Figure A-1: Medium outer mesh for VH41
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-il-'' : t 1.
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i: .: : i:iil

(a) Front view (b) Side view

(c) Bottom vrew

Figure A-2: Medium inner mesh for VH41
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APPEI\DIX B: CONVERGEI\CE OF A TYPICAL NUMERICAL RUN

Tlris appendix shows the max residuals for mass, 'u) v) w) T, k, e plotted against accumulated time

step for Case 35.

t.0E-2

1.08-3

r.0E-4

1.08-5

w

( "/- 
"

1.0E-6

1000 3000 4000 5000 6000

Accumulated Time Step
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Figure B-1: Max residuals vs. accumulated time step for mass, u, v, aîd w for Case 35.
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Figure B-2 }r4ax residuals vs. accumulated time step for Zfor Case 35.
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Figure B-3: Max residuals vs. accumulated time step for k and e for Case 35.
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Appendix C: Effect of Inlet Shape for a Tower Elevation

APPEI\DIX C: EFFECT OF INLET STIAPE FOR A TOWER ELEVATION

This appendix contains plots of lo/orìtg,net, Tt,av, and Z¡,*o* vs. p for different inlet shapes' The

results frorn the high a low towers are plotted on separate figures.
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Figure C-I: |o/otitg,net VS. B for the higlr tower and different inlet

shapes (Cases l, 5, 7, g, ll, 1 3, 1 5, 17, lg, 2I, 23, 25, 27, and 29)
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Figure c-2: lo/omg,net VS. B ror the low tower and different inlet

shapes (Cases 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, !6, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30)
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Figure C-3: T¡^u vs. B for the high

shapes (Cases 1, 5,7 , 9, lI, 13, 15,

tower and different inlet

lJ, 19, 21, 23, 25, 2J, and 29)
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Figure C-4: Tr,uu vs. B for the
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low tower and different inlet shapes

18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30)
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Figure C-5: ln,-u* vs. B for the high tower and different inlet

shapes (Cases l, 5, 7, g, II, 13, 15, I7, 79, 21, 23, 25, 27, and 29)
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Figure C-6: ï,,-"* vs. B for the low tower and different inlet

shapes (Cases 2, 6, 8, I0, 12, 14, 76, 18,20,22,24,26,28, ana lO;
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